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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, machine learning (ML) has played a pivotal role in
a wide variety of artificial intelligence (AI) use cases including computer
vision [152], speech recognition [2], natural language processing [157], au-
tonomous driving [16], gaming [134], and recommendation engines [161].
Progress in ML is dramatically increased by advances in deep learning,
especially after the breakthrough in 2012, when convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) achieved state-of-the-art performance in the ImageNet
object recognition challenge [79]. The availability of large databases, spe-
cialized computing resources (e.g., graphical processing units), and cloud
computing services [124] make ML more accessible and allow monetizing
a large number of ML-powered products.

With increased availability of ML applications, new security threats
have been discovered that can compromise confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of ML systems. One of the first attacks against integrity
dates to 2005, when Lowd and Meek [97] showed that adversaries can
evade ML-driven spam email detectors by slightly changing the spam
message. Since then, numerous works [13, 47, 81] have proven that model
evasion attacks can easily mislead ML products or services using modified
model inputs. Building a defense method that can withstand current
attacks is still a challenging task [81]. Moreover, if these attacks target
safety-critical applications, such as ML-driven content moderation services,
robotic surgery, or autonomous driving, their impact could be disastrous.

Another fundamental security goal of an ML service is to protect the
confidentiality of its assets: the data and the model itself. Even if ML
systems deploy an application interface to avoid publicly exposing the
model, each response to a query has been shown to leak information about
the model and the dataset [42]. Therefore, adversaries can exploit this
knowledge to obtain (potentially sensitive) information about the dataset,
including inferring whether a data sample is contained in the training
set [131], extracting sensitive information (e.g., credit card numbers) from
the training data [21], or reconstructing training samples [42]. Another
important asset that needs to be protected from disclosure is the ML
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model itself. As ML models offer model owners a business advantage
over competitors, adversaries have been motivated to “steal” ML models.
Adversaries could monetize stolen models without the substantial cost
incurred by legitimate owners for proprietary data collection, labeling
these data for training, the expertise required to choose the right training
method, and the computational resources expended on training. After
Tramèr et al. [149] showed that model confidentiality can be compromised
by model extraction attacks, numerous methods have been developed to
extract direct copy [59], functionality [66, 69], or performance [35, 111] of
ML models. The third security goal, availability, can be compromised if
adversaries slow down the training procedure [132], increase the latency
in the inference time [133] or cause Denial-of-Service by poisoning the
data [32].

Securing ML systems against different threats is necessary during every
step of an ML life cycle. From initial planning and data collection to de-
ployment and monitoring, vulnerabilities must be repaired or mitigated, as
in traditional software development [80]. However, prior work has mainly
demonstrated issues empirically, which might not reflect real deployment
settings. Moreover, practitioners do not know how and when to secure ML
systems against different attacks due to lack of knowledge [34]. Never-
theless, understanding security threats in ML using proper vulnerability
management techniques is a good start to implement and improve current
defenses, as well as win the arms race in the long run. To help secure ma-
chine learning models, this dissertation determines the conditions where
existing model evasion and extraction attacks are a realistic threat and
proposes new directions to streamline both attacks and defenses.

1.1 Research Questions

Adversarial examples. The first part of the dissertation focuses on evasion
attacks aimed at compromising the integrity of ML systems. This is a
well-known security threat caused by adversarial examples. This term
was first defined by Szegedy et al. [142], and refers to maliciously crafted
samples obtained by adding an imperceptible perturbation to the original
input to force image classifiers to generate incorrect predictions. Our work
on adversarial examples is motivated by the common research question
(RQ) below.

RQ1: How to design both efficient and effective adversarial examples
to fool ML systems in realistic threat models?

We argue that current adversarial example generation methods that fool
image classifiers are not simultaneously efficient and effective in the same

18
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adversary model. For example, when the goal of the adversary is to produce
inputs classified as the desired target class, existing adversarial example
generation methods that rely on repeated queries are effective, but not
efficient, since they require up to 10,000 queries to fool state-of-the-art
deep neural networks (DNNs). Other more efficient methods that have
a low number of requests use the transferability property of adversarial
examples: the same adversarial example that can fool one model can
also evade other ML models trained for the same task [148]. However,
these methods are not as effective as query-based methods considering
the rate of successful adversarial examples that mislead image classifiers.
Publication I (PRISM) is motivated by this trade-off and aims to offer a
solution to the question below.

Can we design realistic targeted black-box evasion attacks against DNN
image classifiers while being both efficient and effective?

Previous work [60, 76] showed that deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
agents are also vulnerable to adversarial examples, since they use DNN in
their decision-making strategy. However, even if adversaries have complete
access to the DRL agent’s internals and generate effective adversarial
perturbations that can mislead the agent’s decision-making strategy, we
highlight that they are not realistic in practice. By being realistic, we mean
that 1) the time for generating the adversarial example is high such that
it cannot modify agents’ observations without interrupting the interaction
of the agent with its environment, or 2) the adversary has to rewrite the
memory of the agent, which is a strong assumption in realistic adversary
models. Thus, Publication II (adversarial DRL) aims to answer the
following question:

How to generate effective and efficient adversarial perturbations to fool
DRL agents in realistic settings?

Ownership verification. In the second part of the dissertation, our main
concern is the model confidentiality and reliable ownership verification of
both ML models and datasets. To protect the confidentiality of both the
model and the data, secure computation methods [93, 105] offer privacy-
preserving solutions when users either download the ML model or interact
with the service provider that deploys the model in the cloud. However,
these solutions are not feasible for complex DNN models due to their high
computation and communication costs. Therefore, model owners can im-
plement alternative security mechanisms to detect possible confidentiality
breaches: a way of verifying ownership for the initial model and its illegiti-
mate copies. One of the widely practiced ownership verification methods is
model watermarking. Model watermarking embeds a watermark, which is
only known by the original model owner, in the model during the training
process and then uses this watermark to verify the ownership of the sus-
pected ML model [98]. We formulate the second research question below
by asking ourselves how to extend the previous work on watermarking to
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different, more challenging settings.

RQ2: How can we apply watermarking to deter the unauthorized use
of ML models trained in a distributed manner and the unauthorized
use of datasets to train ML models?

Existing model watermarking methods [4, 37, 151] can be easily inte-
grated into centralized learning, where the model owner collects all train-
ing data in a central server and trains the model itself. However, direct
implementation of model watermarking in distributed learning settings is
a difficult task. In a mid- to large-scale federated learning orchestrated by
a central server, all clients, who are also model trainers and data owners,
download the model on their device, but there is usually only one model
owner (e.g., Google Keyboard [55]). Since model owners are different from
trainers, they cannot embed watermarks. In addition, giving watermarks
to clients for the embedding procedure might be tricky, since the watermark
is hidden and should only be known by the model owner to provide authen-
ticity [151]. In Publication III (WAFFLE), we present this problem and
aim to find an answer to the following question.

How can watermarks be embedded into models trained with federated
learning?

Similarly to ML models, we also have concerns about how to protect the
ownership of datasets used for training ML models. Today, sharing datasets
publicly or with only authenticated users is a common practice, but owners
should verify the ownership of their datasets in the event of misuse, such
as the unauthorized monetization of ML models trained with their dataset.
However, only a few methods have verified the ownership [72, 87] or
established the provenance [125] of image datasets, and their effectiveness
in adversarial settings has yet to be understood. Thus, Publication VI
(Dataset watermarking) aims to answer the question below.

How effective current dataset watermarking and tracing methods are in
adversarial settings?

Model extraction attacks and defenses. The third part of the dissertation
focuses on model extraction attacks, which aim to obtain a surrogate
model that replicates the functionality or performance of victim model by
exhaustive querying through legitimate access. The goal of Publication
IV (Boogeyman) is to answer the question below and understand whether
model extraction attacks pose a serious threat to complex ML models used
in real-life applications.

Are model extraction attacks capable of stealing the functionality of DNNs
under realistic assumptions?

We found that existing detection and prevention mechanisms against
model extraction attacks either fail against strong adversaries under real-
istic assumptions or negatively impact the model performance when used
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Table 1.1. The relation between research questions, chapters and publications.

Chapter RQ1 RQ2 RQ3

Publication I (PRISM) 3 � � �

Publication II (adversarial DRL) 3 � � �

Publication III (WAFFLE) 4 � � �

Publication IV (Boogeyman) 5 � � �

Publication V (DAWN) 5 � � �

Publication VI (Dataset watermarking) 4, 5 � � �

by benign users. Moreover, watermarks in the ML model watermarking
methods cannot be preserved during model extraction attacks, since these
attacks obtain surrogate models with a modified decision surface that
reduces the effectiveness of the watermarks [98, 101]. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to design more robust alternative ownership verification strategies
to trace the surrogate models back to the original model. The systematic
evaluation of model extraction attacks on complex DNN models provided
in Publication IV (Boogeyman), and the fact that none of the current
ML model watermarking approaches is robust to model extraction attacks
motivate us to formulate the third research question below.

RQ3: How to effectively watermark ML models that can survive
model extraction attacks under realistic assumptions?

Publication V (DAWN) directly aims to answer the third research
question. Publication VI (Dataset watermarking) is also related to
this question, as one of its objectives investigates the possibility of using
dataset watermarking to verify the ownership of ML models against model
extraction attacks.

1.2 Outline and Main Results

This dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 provides a common
theoretical background and reviews well-known security threats in ma-
chine learning. Chapters 3- 5 detail the relevant problem setup, summarize
the current state-of-the-art, present our contributions in related publica-
tions, and end with a discussion. Table 1.1 outlines the connection between
publications, chapters, and research questions. Chapter 6 concludes the
dissertation by summarizing all findings and discusses the future of secur-
ing machine learning in the presence of strong adversaries. The outline
and main results in Chapters 3- 5 are summarized below.
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Chapter 3 focuses on adversarial examples in deep learning-powered sys-
tems and includes the main results of Publication I (PRISM) and Pub-
lication II (adversarial DRL). Publication I (PRISM) proposes two
new attack strategies that combine the transferability property with query-
based methods to produce adversarial examples that fool state-of-the-art
image classifiers with optimal efficiency and effectiveness. Publication
II (adversarial DRL) presents three adversarial example generation
methods that can manipulate the decisions of DRL agents effectively and
in real-time. It also discusses the limitations of current defenses in DRL
and presents a detection method that can strengthen other defenses.

Chapter 4 discusses the concept of ownership verification in machine
learning, particularly model watermarking. Then, it presents the results
from Publication III (WAFFLE), which proposes a solution to integrate
model watermarking into federated learning without modifying local train-
ing in distributed devices. It also includes the discussion from Publication
VI (Dataset watermarking) which investigates the effectiveness of us-
ing a recent dataset tracing method, namely Radioactive data [125], as a
dataset watermarking technique in adversarial settings.

Chapter 5 reviews model extraction attacks and defenses, and contains re-
sults from Publications IV (Boogeyman), V (DAWN) and VI (Dataset
watermarking). Publication IV (Boogeyman) confirms that model
extraction attacks are realistic threats in complex, real-life ML models.
Publication V (DAWN) proposes a dynamic watermarking strategy that
embeds secret information during a model extraction attack and then ex-
tracts this information for the ownership verification of surrogate models.
Publication VI (Dataset watermarking) suggests that Radioactive
data [125] can be used as an alternative model ownership mechanism
against model extraction attacks, by empirically assessing that embedded
watermarks can survive during model extraction attacks.
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2. Background

In this chapter, we review the machine learning methods used in the
six publications contained in this dissertation. Section 2.1 presents a
background on machine learning, particularly deep neural networks and
deep reinforcement learning. In Section 2.2, we introduce the concept of a
machine learning pipeline and describe an adversary model for modelling
common security threats in such pipelines.

2.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning (ML) studies computer algorithms that learn to perform
a particular task through data and experience. ML methods can be catego-
rized as supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement
learning. In this dissertation, we use supervised learning and reinforce-
ment learning. Both supervised and reinforcement learning involve two
phases: training and inference (or evaluation). In training, the ML model
learns the task using a dataset that can represent any information related
to the task (e.g., images in computer vision tasks, texts in natural language
processing tasks) or directly via experience. In inference, the model infers
results about new inputs that are not used during training.

2.1.1 Supervised Learning

In supervised learning, ML models are trained on a labeled training set
Dtrain to learn a mapping function F : X → Y. Dtrain consists of input-
output pairs {xi, yi}i=N

i=1 sampled from X ×Y, where xi ∈Rn is a single input
sample with n features (e.g., pixel values of an input image) and yi ∈ Rm

represents the corresponding label, output, or target with a dimension of
m. For simplicity, we refer to both the ML model and the function as F,
and denote a single input-output pair as {x, y} by removing the subscript
i. In training, the optimal parameters of F are calculated by minimizing
the empirical loss �(F(x), y) that estimates the difference between F(x) and
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the true output y over Dtrain. The loss function � is determined based on
the formulation of the task, the type of output, or any other constraints
associated with F. All publications except Publication II (adversarial
DRL) contained in this dissertation focus on classification tasks where Y
is a discrete space and y denotes the ground-truth class (or label) among
m possible classes. The output of the classifier F(x) ∈Rm is the likelihood
vector (with a dimension of m) for each class. The predicted class F̂(x) for
the input sample x is found by F̂(x)= argmax(F(x)).

After training, the performance of the classifier F is evaluated in infer-
ence by measuring the generalization error (or expected loss) over a test
set Dtest, where Dtrain ∩ Dtest = �. In this dissertation, we approximate
(1−generalization error) by measuring the test accuracy Acc(F,Dtest):

Acc(F,Dtest)=
∑

{x,y}∈Dtest

I(F̂(x) �= y), (2.1)

where I is the indicator function.

Artificial Neural Networks. Artificial neural network (ANN) is a type of
supervised learning algorithm that contains a number of interconnected
perceptrons (or neurons) formed in multiple layers. The output of a single
perceptron is denoted by gi(wi · xi +bi): a linear operation with parameters
wi and bi followed by an activation function gi. The parameters of the
ANN include all wi and bi associated with the perceptrons in each layer.

In feed-forward ANNs, the output of the previous layer is fed into the
input of the next layer, and the optimal parameter values are calculated
via back-propagation [46]. In back-propagation, the gradient of the loss
function is calculated for each i-th layer in a backward manner, and then
the network parameters are updated to minimize the loss. For parameter
update, various gradient descent algorithms can be used. One of the
commonly practiced gradient descent algorithms is Mini-batch Gradient
Descent [46], which updates network parameters over multiple batches
randomly sampled from the training set while using a learning rate to
control the speed of the update. In Mini-batch Gradient Descent, the
optimization continues for several epochs, which is a single pass through
the entire training set. In this dissertation, we used Mini-batch Gradient
Descent with a fixed or annealing learning rate to train our models.

Deep Neural Networks. Deep neural network (DNN) refers to an ANN
that contains input, output and a number of hidden layers. Hidden layers
are placed between the input and output layers. The activation function
gi can be freely chosen, but it is usually a non-linear function and its
derivative should be easily calculated to perform back-propagation. In
hidden layers, three common functions are chosen to construct g:

• Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [108]: max (0.0, x),
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• Sigmoid: 1.0
(1.0+ e− x) ,

• Hyperbolic tangent (tanh): (ex − e− x)
(ex + e− x) ,

where e refers to Euler’s number.

DNNs in classification tasks. In classification tasks, we can divide DNNs
into two parts: 1) a feature extractor φ(x) :Rn →Rd and 2) a linear classifier ζ,
where ζ :Rd →Rm and F(x)= ζ(φ(x)). ζ returns logits, which contain values
within a range of (−∞,∞) for each class given input sample x. Logits
can also be transformed into normalized probability values inside [0,1] by
applying the softmax function to ζ. The softmax of the i-th class is defined
as

σ(x)i = ezi

∑m
j=1 ezj

, (2.2)

where zi = ζ(φ(x))i is the logit value for the i-th class and m refers to the
total number of classes.

Convolutional neural networks. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
are a class of DNNs that extract hierarchical patterns from high-dimensional
inputs and use these patterns as features to learn the task. CNNs are com-
monly used in computer vision [79] tasks, but they also provide excellent
performance in different applications, including speech recognition [2] and
several natural language processing (NLP) tasks [157].

CNNs are constructed using convolutional layers, pooling layers, and
fully connected layers. The output of a convolutional layer is computed by
sliding a kernel, which is a matrix with a fixed dimension smaller than the
input, over x or the output of the previous layer. During convolution, the
input is transformed into feature maps. Feature maps preserve the spatial
structure of the input; thus making it more suitable than feed-forward
DNNs for grid-like inputs such as images. The dimension of the feature
map is further reduced by a pooling layer. Fully connected layers are
used in deeper layers to usually model the linear classifier ζ and receive
a flattened feature map as input. Figure 2.1 illustrates a sample CNN
model used for image classification with 10 classes in the output, and each
convolutional layer is followed by a pooling layer1.

Over-fitting and under-fitting in DNNs. Over-fitting and under-fitting are
the two common phenomena in DNNs that lead to poor performance and
high generalization error. Under-fitting occurs due to low-capacity model
selection, bad hyper-parameter choice, or finishing the training too early.
Under-fitting leads to DNNs that fail to learn the task and cannot capture
the mapping from X to Y. Over-fitting is the result of over-capacity and
over-training. In over-fitting, the DNN model learns the training set too

1Drawn using https://github.com/HarisIqbal88/PlotNeuralNet
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Figure 2.1. A sample CNN architecture

well, including noise, and demonstrates a low training error. However,
over-fitted DNNs have a high generalization error.

To reduce under-fitting, the model capacity can be increased (e.g., us-
ing more neurons in one layer, adding more hidden layers to the model
architecture, etc.). On the other hand, there are different ways to reduce
over-fitting: 1) using a less complex model architecture, 2) early stopping,
3) training the DNN on more samples (either by collecting new samples
or augmenting the dataset), or 3) using regularization to ensure that the
parameters of the DNN remain small [14]. In DNNs, another common way
to prevent over-fitting is dropout [138], which randomly removes a number
of neurons at different epochs during training. Recent work also proposes
the use of weight pruning [54], which first removes low-weight connections
and then retrains the DNN with reduced model capacity to recover model
performance. We used dropout and regularization techniques in Publi-
cation V (DAWN), and weight pruning in Publication III (WAFFLE)
and Publication V (DAWN) to reduce the over-fitting caused by model
watermarking approaches (Section 4.1).

Pre-trained DNNs and transfer learning. DNNs are data hungry and re-
quire a substantially large Dtrain to obtain a good performance. However,
collecting and annotating large-scale data is costly, and building a DNN
using these annotated data is computationally expensive. This led the
researchers to focus on obtaining and publicly sharing pre-trained models,
which are benchmark models trained on large databases. For example,
numerous CNN models are pre-trained on the ImageNet [38] dataset that
consists of more than 1.4 million images. The increased prevalence of
pre-trained models allows DNN models to be trained without a high cost
through transfer learning. Transfer learning repurposes a pre-trained
model to learn a different task in the same domain. In transfer learning,
the model owner (or trainer(s)) customizes a pre-trained DNN model by
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retraining the last k layers or all layers of the model with its own training
set Dtrain. Throughout this dissertation, we refer to a CNN model trained
via transfer learning using the term “complex DNN”.

2.1.2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a type of ML method that aims to learn
the task without any training data collected prior to training, but using
the experience and trial-and-error. In RL, an agent interacts with an
environment to optimize its policy, which defines how the agent should be-
have to complete the task successfully. RL settings have Markov property:
The future representation of the environment depends only on its current
representation; there is no need to look at the full history. Therefore,
an RL problem can be formalized as a 5-tuple Markov Decision Process
〈S,A,P ,R,γ〉, where S denotes a finite set of possible states that character-
ize the environment, A refers to a finite set of actions, P is state transition
probabilities (i.e., environment dynamics), R represents the reward func-
tion, and γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor that determines the value of future
rewards [141]. In each time step t, the agent takes an action at while being
in a state st, and subsequently receives the immediate reward rt, which
is a scalar signal, and the next state st+1 from the environment. π(a|s)
denotes the policy and maps states S to actions A. In environments with
discrete action spaces (e.g., Atari games with pre-defined joystick motions),
there is a finite set of actions, and one of them is selected by π, which shows
similarities to classification tasks. On the other hand, in environments
with continuous action spaces (e.g., the amount of movement in a robotic
arm), the selected action is represented by a single value belonging to a
pre-defined range.

RL algorithms involve the calculation and update of a value function V
or an action-value (q-value) function Q to estimate the expected return
E[Gt], where Gt =

∑∞
k=0γ

krt+k refers to the sum of discounted rewards that
the agent receives from the time step t onward. V (s) = E[Gt|st] estimates
how good the current state st is by calculating the expected return at the
time step t while following π. Similarly, Q(s,a)= E[Gt|st,at] estimates how
good the action at is for the state st while following the policy π. A trained
agent with an optimal policy implies that its V and/or Q are also optimal
and give the maximum amount of the expected return.

Deep Reinforcement Learning. An RL problem is intractable when the
state space S is very large and the states are high-dimensional. Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) solves this problem by combining RL and
DNN, and allows agents to optimize their policy without manually repre-
senting each s ∈S. DRL methods have exceeded human-level performance
in Atari games [104] and Go [134]. DRL has also achieved promising
results in real-world applications, including robotics [52] and autonomous
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driving [74].
DRL uses DNNs to approximate π or other functions (e.g., V or Q), and

utilizes different RL algorithms to optimize the policy. In this dissertation,
we focus on three different DRL methods that are used in Publication
II (adversarial DRL): Deep Q Learning (DQN) [104], Advantage Actor
Critic (A2C) [103], and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [126]. These
methods are model-free: they do not estimate the environment dynamics
or the reward function during training.

Deep Q Learning (DQN) [104]. DQN uses CNNs to approximate and pa-
rameterize the action value function as Q(s,a;θ), where θ denotes the
parameters of the CNN. In DQN, the optimal policy is explicitly defined
by finding the optimal Q(s,a;θ) that maximizes the expected return for
any input state-action pair. During iterative training, DQN utilizes Q-
learning [141] to find the optimal policy. Simultaneously, DQN updates θ

by minimizing the square loss between the estimated and correct state-
action value using gradient descent methods and experience replay that
stores agent’s experiences as (st,at, rt, st+1). At the i-th iteration, DQN
minimizes

�i(θi)=
(
rt +γmax

at+1
Q(st+1,at+1;θ

′
i)−Q(st,at;θi)

)2, (2.3)

on samples or mini-batches randomly sampled from the collected experi-
ences, where θ

′
i denotes (fixed) network parameters. DQN is an off-policy

algorithm, since it improves the current policy by collecting experiences
through another (old) policy. DQN is used mainly for environments with
discrete action spaces, as solving the maximization problem in Equation 2.3
might be problematic in continuous action spaces.

Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) [103]. A2C directly parameterizes and op-
timizes the policy as π(a|s;θ) and the value function as V (s;θv). π(a|s;θ)
and V (s;θv) share parameters in the first couple of CNN layers. A2C se-
quentially updates θ and θv by applying any gradient descent algorithm
on

�i(θi)= log(π(at|st;θi))(Rt −V (st;θvi )), (2.4)

�i(θvi )= (Rt −V (st;θvi ))
2, (2.5)

where Rt = rt+γV (st+1;θvi ), and (Rt−V (st;θvi )) denotes the advantage, which
estimates how good the selected action is compared to the average.

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [126]. PPO is another policy-based
method as in A2C: it parameterizes the policy as π(a|s;θ) and updates θ

on mini-batches and using the Adam optimization algorithm [73]. PPO
penalizes large changes in the policy update, thus improving the stability
during training. PPO also approximates the value function V (s;θ) with
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another DNN, and iteratively updates it via a gradient descent algorithm
using the updated policy. Unlike A2C, PPO is an on-policy algorithm that
updates the current policy while following it. Both PPO and A2C can be
used for environments with continuous and discrete action spaces.

2.2 Security Threats in Machine Learning Pipeline

ML models are one of the components of a larger system, namely machine
learning pipeline, which orchestrates the entire workflow from data collec-
tion and preparation to (single or multiple) model training, deployment,
evaluation and update. A machine learning pipeline includes typical stages
for producing, deploying, and maintaining an ML model. Once the ML
model is enclosed inside the pipeline and offered as a service via a well-
defined prediction application interface (API), then the entire machine
learning pipeline becomes the product.

Benign entities that contribute to different stages of a machine learning
pipeline might have different objectives. For example, model owners aim
to provide a profitable and reliable service to users. The goal of dataset
owners could be to monetize their dataset without disclosing sensitive
information to trainers or users. Unfortunately, any entity can also be an
adversary adv with malicious intent. The main objective of the adversary
is to compromise one or more security goals: confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of the assets inside the ML pipeline.

2.2.1 Adversary Model

In computer security, adversary model is defined as the characterization of
the adversary adv [39]. It plays an essential role in determining whether
and how vulnerabilities can be exploited by security threats and material-
ize into attacks. Since adv is either a contributor to the machine learning
pipeline or just an end user, many distinct adversary models can be defined
to uncover different threats. A formalization of an adversary model in
an ML pipeline includes adversary’s goal, adversarial capabilities (e.g.,
level of access to the ML model, which actions the adversary can take,
adv’s computational resources and equipment), adversary’s knowledge and
other assumptions such as the location of the adversary in the pipeline.
Furthermore, we can categorize the type of adversary adv into two groups:
malicious adv that can arbitrarily deviate from any prescribed protocol in
an attempt to subvert one or more components of the machine learning
pipeline to cause intentional failures, and 2) honest-but-curious adv that
follows the protocol but extracts the necessary information to achieve its
goals. Figure 2.2 illustrates various adversary models based on adversary’s
knowledge using three different dimensions: model knowledge, dataset
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Figure 2.2. Different levels of knowledge accessed by adversaries about the ML model,
training set and API granularity.

knowledge, and granularity of the API. In black-box settings, adv has little
(or no) access to one of the three categories, while white-box settings grants
adv the highest level of access. For example, in Figure 2.2, the extreme
black-box setting is where adv knows nothing about the task or the ML
model, can only generate synthetic data to achieve its goals, and only gets
the top prediction as an API output. Along different axes, different gray-
box settings can be defined. An example gray-box adv shown in Figure 2.2
characterizes an example adversary model, where adv knows the task, can
collect natural samples from online databases, knows that the ML model
utilizes one of the off-the-shelf models, and the prediction API returns
top-k predictions with probability scores.

2.2.2 Common Threats in a Machine Learning Pipeline

Based on the adversarial goal, the type of intentional failure, and the target
part of the machine learning pipeline, we will group common threats into
five main categories and briefly summarize each of them below.

Model evasion. Model evasion attack [12, 13, 22, 45, 47, 62, 95, 115] is
the most common threat to the integrity of the machine learning pipeline.
Evasion attack is launched by a malicious user (the adversary adv) who
compromises the model integrity during inference. adv aims to force ML
models to make incorrect predictions when queried with subtly modified in-
put samples. Adversary’s knowledge varies: white [47]/gray [95, 115]/black
box [62] access to the model, different degrees of granularity of API output
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from the top label [62] to the full prediction vector with probability of each
class [47]. adv should at least know the task to correctly execute the attack
and achieve its objectives. In Chapter 3, we provide more background
information for model evasion attacks.

Model extraction. In model extraction attacks [35, 69, 111, 149, 156], ad-
versary adv is a malicious user who compromises the model confidentiality
during inference. adv’s goal is to rebuild a surrogate model for the target
ML model with similar performance on the same task. A different variant
of the model extraction attack can also aim at reconstructing model at-
tributes (e.g., number of layers in DNN, optimization algorithm) [109]. In
model extraction attacks, adv only has access to the prediction API and dif-
ferent levels of API granularity. adv knows 1) nothing about the model, 3)
speculates that the ML model is built using off-the-shelf models [35, 111],
or 2) knows the ML algorithm and the model architecture [69, 149]. adv
might have no observable data [156], no knowledge about the training
data, but can collect natural data samples [35, 111], or a limited amount
of training data [69]. Chapter 5 presents more information on the model
extraction attacks. The remaining security threats are not within the scope
of the dissertation.

Training data leakage. Inevitably, the APIs leak information about train-
ing data with each prediction returned to the users. Therefore, a malicious
client as an adversary adv could be motivated to extract information about
potentially private training data in the inference time. For example, adv
might implement membership inference attacks [131] to infer whether a
single data sample is included in the training set or to recover the features
of the training data [42, 21]. In these attacks, a typical adv has limited or
no knowledge about the ML model, and the effectiveness of the attack is
directly affected by the amount of information that the API returns.

Compromised training. Unlike the threats explained above, in compro-
mised training, adversaries are not users but malicious entities within
the machine learning pipeline. Adversaries launch these attacks during
training to compromise the integrity of the model later during inference.
In compromised training attacks, adversarial goals and adv’s location may
differ. For example, when adv is an outsourced model trainer or offers
a pre-trained model, which is later adapted to the main task through
transfer learning, the aim is for the model to behave poorly on specific
inputs by creating backdoors [53, 155] in the model. Another attack type
defines adv as a malicious ML training code provider whose goal is to
extract information about the training data by offering an infected ML
library to dataset or model owners [136]. adv has either black- or white-
box access to the model and training set according to its position in the
ML pipeline. The granularity of the API could also range from the full
prediction vector [53, 155] to only the top prediction [136].
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Model poisoning and backdooring. In poisoning and backdooring attacks [29,
30, 96, 145], the adversary adv is a malicious data owner that aims to com-
promise the integrity of the ML model during training by manipulating
the training data. These attacks incorrectly label clean samples or add a
backdoor into a subset of training samples (i.e., the trigger set) to cause
incorrect predictions when backdoored test samples with similar features
are given as input to the deployed model. Adversaries have black- [30] or
white-box [29, 145] access to the model depending on whether they join
the training procedure. They also 1) might be unaware of the training
data [30], 2) have full access to the training set [29] or 3) hold a portion of
the training set when there is more than one data owner [145]. Usually, to
generate poisoned or backdoored data, they do not need to interact with
the model, and only require top prediction to evaluate the effectiveness of
the attack.
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3. Adversarial Examples in Machine
Learning

Model evasion attacks make use of adversarial examples to create in-
tentional failures and compromise the integrity of ML-based systems.
Adversarial examples are prevalent in many domains, from speech recogni-
tion [23] and text classification [50], to malware detection [51] and image
recognition [13, 40, 47, 62, 142, 148].

In general, adversarial examples are maliciously modified input samples
that force ML models to generate incorrect predictions. Recent work [127]
hypothesizes that samples that are closer to decision boundaries and
complex manifolds are more susceptible to adversarial examples. There-
fore, high-complexity ML methods (e.g., DNNs) trained on less separable
datasets are more vulnerable to model evasion attacks. Another line of
work [64] ascribes the existence of adversarial examples to non-robust
features that are useful for classification, but imperceptible to human
observers. Thus, adversaries exploit non-robust features to generate ad-
versarial examples for evading image classifiers. Although these two
explanations are orthogonal, both of these explanations imply that DNNs
can break easily in the presence of adversarial examples.

Having established that adversarial examples are inevitable, the natu-
ral question is when do adversarial examples become truly security risk?
Undoubtedly, adversaries with increased capabilities have a high attack
success rate, i.e., generate a high proportion of adversarial examples that
are successful in evading ML models. However, we argue that some as-
sumptions in prior work (e.g., complete control over the environment or the
agent in reinforcement learning [60], unlimited number of queries granted
by prediction APIs [28]) might be too strong in realistic settings or that
the cost of generating adversarial examples is too high to implement in
practice. Let us assume that an adversary tries to evade a content mod-
erator that utilizes ML techniques. The adversary holds data consisting
of content that violates the policy and has only black-box access to the
ML model (i.e., the model is deployed behind a prediction API). In this
adversary model, the cost of producing an adversarial example (e.g., com-
putational cost, money spent for the analysis of the API) is already high
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with current attack strategies [28, 62]. Then, is it cost-effective for the
adversary to convert all of its content into adversarial versions? Or, how
feasible is it to craft adversarial examples for every input of an agent that
uses deep reinforcement learning (DRL) for its navigation? Is it realistic to
interfere with the agent’s interaction with the environment [60], or stop
the agent [91, 140] during the generation of the adversarial example?

In addition to adversaries, we should also consider reevaluating defenses
in realistic settings. Defense strategies have a trade-off between the
cost and the protection they provide. If the cost of deploying the defense
incurs additional delay to inference, this might not be an optimal solution
for model owners focusing on user experience. Similarly, model owners
can utilize robust training algorithms, but should be aware that these
algorithms usually cause a performance drop.

In Section 3.1, we give a theoretical definition of adversarial examples
and briefly discuss the notable work in different adversary models. Sec-
tion 3.2 and Section 3.3 summarize the contributions in Publication I
(PRISM) and Publication II (adversarial DRL) and the answer to
RQ1. Publication I (PRISM) (Section 3.2) presents limitations of prior
adversarial example generation approaches in image classification and
proposes an optimal solution that is simultaneously effective and efficient.
Publication II (adversarial DRL) (Section 3.3) focuses on DRL applica-
tions and presents an effective attack strategy with an online cost close
to zero. It also proposes a novel algorithm that leverages the temporal
coherence of the agents’ decisions to detect the presence of the adversary.

3.1 Background

3.1.1 Adversarial Examples

Given a classifier F, an adversarial example xadv is a modified version of
the original input x, so that F̂(xadv) �= F̂(x). Typically [13, 47], the amount
of perturbation r added to x is restricted to a bound ‖r‖p = ‖xadv − x‖p ≤ ε.
In tasks related to human perception, such as image classification, the
bound ε is intended to force xadv to be perceptually similar to x. The norm
bound l p is defined using common distance metrics l0, l1, l2 and l∞ [129]. l1

and l2 measure the Manhattan and Euclidean distances between xadv and
x, respectively. l0 measures the number of different data points between
xadv and x. Finally, l∞ calculates the largest difference between xadv and x.

3.1.2 Adversary Model
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Adversary’s goal. In the case of classification tasks, the adversary adv
can have one of two objectives:

• Untargeted misclassification: adv aims to change the predicted
class of xadv to any other class rather than the predicted class of x, i.e.,
F̂(xadv) �= F̂(x). A soft version of untargeted misclassification is confidence
reduction, where adv only attempts to reduce the confidence of the ML
model in its prediction without changing the prediction itself.

• Targeted misclassification: adv aims to replace the predicted class
of xadv with a specific target class y′ such that y′ = F̂(xadv) and y′ �= F̂(x).
A simple example of a targeted misclassification is the generation of
adversarial examples of malicious inputs that remain undetected in the
presence of spam detectors.

Figure 3.1 shows adversarial examples with different attack goals against
the pre-trained ResNet-34 image classification model, where ε= 0.1 and
p =∞.

We use two different criteria to evaluate the attack performance, effective-
ness and efficiency. We calculate effectiveness as the ratio of adversarial
examples that result in a successful evasion attack to the total number
of generated adversarial examples. Efficiency is measured as the cost of
producing an adversarial example. The cost can be attributed to the total
number of queries, the computational cost, or the time spent generating
an adversarial example.

Adversarial capabilities. The early work [22, 47, 107, 142] on adversarial
examples assumes that adv has white-box access to the model. White-box
techniques have a trade-off between the misclassification confidence and
the perturbation size, and usually the designed objective function mini-
mizes one of them and constrains the other [119]. For example, minimum-
distance (maximum-confidence) attacks [47, 81, 100, 117] use l p bound
as a hard constraint, while formulating the objective function to maxi-
mize the misclassification confidence. One of the first minimum-distance
(maximum-confidence) methods is Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [47].
FGSM calculates the loss function gradient ∇xJ(F(xadv), F̂(x)) w.r.t. x and ob-
tains the adversarial example xadv from xadv = x+ε sign(∇xJ(F(xadv), F̂(x))).
This ensures that xadv is within the l∞ norm bound. On the other hand,
maximum-distance (minimum confidence) attacks [18, 107] aim to mini-
mize ‖r‖p = ‖xadv − x‖p that changes the prediction. Finally, multi-objective
methods [22, 142] try to balance this trade-off by designing an optimiza-
tion function that includes both objectives. Multi-objective methods are
computationally more expensive than others, since they search for the
optimal hyper-parameters to tune the trade-off.

In settings where adversaries have black-box access to the model, they
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(a) Original image sampled from the
ImageNet training set. It is cor-
rectly classified as “duck” with a
probability of 99.82%.

(b) Adversarial example generated
for confidence reduction. It is
classified as “duck” with a proba-
bility of 58.95%.

(c) Adversarial example generated
for untargeted misclassifica-
tion. It is incorrectly classified
as “croquet ball” with a probabil-
ity of 37.62%, which is the high-
est value among other classes.

(d) Adversarial example generated
for targeted misclassification.
It is incorrectly and intentionally
classified as “German shephard”
with a probability of 99.99%.

Figure 3.1. Different adversarial examples generated for different adversarial objec-
tives when ε = 0.1 and p = ∞. Each adversarial example is generated by
I-FGSM [47].

cannot directly use gradient information to compute adversarial examples.
A workaround is simply to estimate or approximate this information by re-
peatedly querying the victim ML model FV and modifying the intermediate
versions of adversarial examples until a successful one is found [28, 62, 63].
These query-only methods gradually move the adversarially modified sam-
ple in the manifold and collect the adversarial example closest to the
decision boundary. Another line of work [95, 115, 148] exploits the phe-
nomenon transferability: An adversarial example that fools an ML model
likely misleads another model trained with the same data. These methods
assume that adv has a substitute model trained for a similar task to the
victim model, and do not need to interact with FV during the computation
of the adversarial example. They obtain the adversarial example using the
direction provided by the substitute model and query FV with it.

Although adversaries’ knowledge about the training set is not critical for
the attack performance, most previous work measures the effectiveness of
their methods using the test subset of the dataset. The level of knowledge
about API granularity (or the amount of knowledge given by the model)
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could change in different adversary models, but it directly affects the
efficiency and effectiveness of the attack.

3.2 Evading Image Classifiers

Existing work on evading DNN-based image classifiers when adv has
black-box access to the model falls into two categories: transferability-
based methods and query-only methods. Recent work on transferability-
based methods uses an ensemble of substitute models to increase the
transferability rate, and hence the effectiveness of the attack [95]. For
example, the state-of-the-art method, MI-FGSM [40], combines logits of
models to compute the adversarial example iteratively on the ensemble.
These methods can fool image classifiers with a single query, so they are
very efficient. MI-FGSM achieves an effectiveness of up to 87% when
the goal is untargeted misclassification. However, it cannot effectively
produce adversarial examples for targeted misclassification (up to 17.6%,
as reported in [40]). adv can increase the perturbation bound ε for better
effectiveness, but it comes with a perceptibility trade-off.

In contrast to transferability-based methods, query-only methods esti-
mate the gradient and generate adversarial examples to fool image clas-
sifiers. For example, Che et al. [28] estimate the gradient information by
perturbing the input image pixel by pixel and then perform the Carlini &
Wagner method [22] on the estimated gradient. Similarly, Ilyas et al. [62]
estimate gradient information using natural evaluation strategies (NES)
and apply the Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [100] method using this
gradient. These methods are particularly more effective than ensemble-
based methods in targeted misclassification. Ilyas et al. [62] reported
an effectiveness of 99.2% (averaged over 1000 images) against ImageNet
classifiers when ε= 0.05, assuming that FV returns a full prediction vector
with probabilities. However, these methods have a very low efficiency.
For example, Ilyas et al. [62] measured the median number of queries
needed for a successful untargeted misclassification as 11,000 when FV is
an ImageNet classifier. If the granularity of the output decreases to giving
only the predicted label, then this number increases to a median of 2.7
million queries. In adversary models where there is an upper limit to the
query budget, these attacks become too costly to implement.

3.2.1 Motivation

A crucial observation of methods for evading image classifiers is that if
adversaries have no optimal strategy, they have to sacrifice either efficiency
or effectiveness. Therefore, we want to examine what information can
benefit adv to obtain an optimal solution. If adv plans to use query-only
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methods and aims targeted misclassification, instead of using the original
image x, it can start by modifying another image xstart until finding xadv

that belongs to the same side of the decision boundary as xstart, as well as
close the decision boundary of the original image x and within an ε bound.
Now the central question is: how can we modify xstart without exhaustively
querying the victim model?

We argue that adv could exploit transferability-based methods to obtain
xadv. For a better attempt, adv could use a set of models with various DNN
architectures (i.e., ensembles) to improve transferability. adv can download
publicly available pre-trained ImageNet models, combine these models in
an ensemble, and apply transferability-based methods on this ensemble.
For example, adv can download more than 40 different pre-trained Ima-
geNet models from the PyTorch ML framework [118], so constructing a big
ensemble is a realistic assumption. During the iterative calculation of xadv,
intermediate adversarial examples x∗adv may not be successful in achieving
the targeted misclassification. Nonetheless, each x∗adv aligns with the direc-
tion of the approximate gradient and could follow a nice route between the
successful xadv and xstart. Since adv uses transferability-based methods
with an ensemble (ensemble-based methods), it is not necessary to query
the victim model FV to obtain x∗adv. Thus, adv could combine ensemble-
based and query-only approaches for a more efficient and effective model
evasion attack.

3.2.2 Solution

Publication I (PRISM) proposes PaRtial Information Substitute Model
(PRISM) with the aim of targeted misclassification. In our adversary
model, adv has black-box access to the general image classifier, has some
test samples (100 ImageNet test samples used in [95]) and assumes that
FV returns top-k responses with their probability value.

Attack strategy. PRISM combines ensemble-based (ENS) and query-only
(QO) approaches to generate adversarial examples. PRISM starts by defin-
ing the original image as xgoal , the adversarial version of the original image
xadv, where

∥∥xadv − xgoal
∥∥

p ≤ ε. PRISM selects a starting image xstart from
its test set to generate xadv with the target label y′ = F̂V (xstart). Initially,
PRISM clips xstart to ensure that

∥∥xstart − xgoal
∥∥

p = d ≥ ε. Then, PRISM
uses ENS to estimate the gradient and apply QO to the estimated gradient,
while decreasing d to ε using the backtracking line search algorithm. This
guarantees that the target class y

′ always is in the top-k predictions, the
intermediate images x∗adv move in the direction of the approximate gradi-
ent and are projected closer to xgoal . Furthermore, PRISM avoids querying
the victim model until d = ε, reducing the total number of queries required
to generate xadv.

We used MI-FGSM [40] with the ensemble to perform ENS. For QO, we
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implemented the method proposed by Ilyas et al. [62]. We also proposed
PRISMR, a variant of PRISM, which uses subsets randomly sampled from
the ensemble considering that adv might not have enough computational
capabilities to run ENS on a large number of substitute models. For
experiments, we chose Inception-v3, ResNet-101, ResNet152, and VGG16
ImageNet classifiers as the victim model. We constructed the ensemble
by downloading 12 ImageNet classifiers and discarding the FV from the
set. We evaluated the performance of QO, ENS, PRISM and PRISMR by
setting ε= 0.05, p =∞.

Attack evaluation. The results presented in Publication I (PRISM)
demonstrate that the effectiveness of PRISM and PRISMR is close to QO,
while they require a total number of queries of fewer than 50 and 1000,
respectively. We also show that agile adversaries can combine different
methods to achieve the best exploration and exploitation trade-off, if there
is a maximum budget B on the total number of queries. The agile adver-
sary first tries ENS for the first query if B = 1. Then, it applies PRISM
for queries 2-50, and PRISMR for queries between 50-1000. If B ≥ 1000,
then it switches to QO. Using this strategy, the agile adversary achieves
high effectiveness and efficiency. The attack success rate was measured
between 94% and 100%, and the total number of queries decreased by
three orders of magnitude on average compared to QO.

We also evaluated PRISM by setting the victim model to the Google Cloud
Vision API. We calculated that PRISM required 500 queries on average
when ε= 0.05, and the cost of generating a single adversarial example was
$0.60, while QO costed $26 per adversarial example.

3.2.3 Challenges

Starting image xstart selection. The strength of PRISM comes from fol-
lowing a continuous route between xstart and xgoal. The large distance
between these images placed on a high-dimensional manifold could extend
the length of the trajectory, thus increasing the cost of finding xadv. There-
fore, the selection of xstart affects the “hardness” of the attack. In hard
cases, PRISM, PRISMR, and QO are expected to perform poorly. The alter-
native solution could be to select xstart so that FV outputs the target class
y′ = F̂V (xstart) with high probability. This xstart is closer to the center of its
class, and the variation in the distance to the other side of the boundary is
small. This ensures that while following the route from xstart to xadv, it is
less likely to diverge from it or enter regions of other classes during the
intermediate steps. This could increase the number of required queries for
easier setups, but also decrease the variance of the overall hardness.

Suitability of the substitute models. We noticed a decrease in attack per-
formance, if the ensemble consists of substitute models with architectures
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different from that of the victim model. Therefore, if adv has no suitable
substitute model, the effectiveness of both PRISM and ENS decreases.
However, this also implies that retraining publicly available, pre-trained
models for image classification services results in a service that is more
vulnerable to attacks like PRISM.

Evading robust image classifiers. Commercial image classifiers are con-
stantly updated by retraining with more available data, changing the
building blocks in the architecture, or incorporating new techniques into
the ML-pipeline to make the model more robust against adversarial exam-
ples. For example, we noticed that between 2018 and 2019, the number
of queries required by PRISM to evade Google Cloud Vision has increased
from 100 to 500. Constant improvements in image classifiers hinder eva-
sion attacks, including ours, when the adversary does not attempt to
adapt the attack strategy. After Publication I (PRISM), a substantial
amount of work has been done to strengthen both evasion attacks [147]
and defenses [7], so the arms race continues without a clear winner.

3.3 Thwarting DRL Agents

This section examines how adversarial examples compromise the integrity
of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) agents, and answers RQ1 in the
context of reinforcement learning (RL).

Early work [9, 60, 76] has empirically demonstrated that DRL agents are
susceptible to adversarial examples. They showed that adv with white-box
knowledge can perturb the state to generate adversarial examples and
eventually force the DRL agent’s policy to change its actions.

Revisiting the adversary model. Reinforcement learning has unique as-
pects that are different from classification tasks. First, the DRL agent
might decide to act differently in similar states to yield the maximum
return from a task; therefore, there is no 1-1 mapping from state space to
action space. Second, the evasion attack in image classification is consid-
ered successful when the generated adversarial example causes a targeted
or untargeted misclassification. However, in DRL, even if the added adver-
sarial perturbation fools the policy at a certain state, it might not affect
the overall return, and the agent can complete its task without being
disrupted. Finally, white-box access to the model requires knowing both
the DNN architecture and the RL algorithm, which is not equivalent to
the definition of white-box access in image classification. Therefore, we
revisit the adversary model in Section 3.1.2 and adjust it for reinforcement
learning settings.

Adversary’s goal. The adversary goal can be divided into two categories:
Reward minimization and policy-luring. In reward minimization, adv aims
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to reduce the total reward, i.e., the return of the agent. The more serious
version of reward minimization is to destroy the agent’s performance so
that it fails to complete the task [60, 76, 91]. For reward minimization, adv
can apply adversarial example generation methods used for untargeted
misclassification. These methods will force the agent to select sub-optimal
actions rather than optimal ones, leading to a lower return. In policy
luring, adv either lures the victim agent to a desired state [91] or forces the
agent to follow the adversary’s desired policy [61, 9]. Policy-luring attacks
do not necessarily decrease the return, but force the agent to complete a
different task or change its planned action sequence. In policy-luring, adv
implements adversarial example generation methods used for targeted
misclassification. The dissertation focuses on reward minimization, but
the methods proposed in Publication II (adversarial DRL) are inspired
by a previous attack [61] that aims for policy-luring.

Adversarial capabilities. Adversarial capabilities in terms of model knowl-
edge can be divided into more levels. For example, adv with white-box
model access knows both the DNN architecture and the DRL algorithm.
adv with a gray-box model access might not know the DRL algorithm or
vice versa. In addition to model access, adv has approximate knowledge of
the training set if it can observe the agent interacting with the environ-
ment during deployment. We can correlate the granularity of the API with
the amount of information provided by the policy. In the least informative
case, adv only observes the action (similar to the label-only condition in im-
age classification), which is the case for continuous DRL tasks. A stronger
adversary might access the log-likelihood of each possible action in tasks
with discrete action spaces.

Attack effectiveness and efficiency (the same criteria defined in Sec-
tion 3.2) can be computed to evaluate the attack performance. Effective-
ness is quantified by taking the average return on multiple trajectories.
The efficiency of the attack is calculated by averaging the time spent to gen-
erate an adversarial example, including the generation of the perturbation
and its addition to the state st observed at time t.

3.3.1 Motivation

Setting. We focus on reward minimization attacks that perturb the states
observed by the agent, where adv has white-box access to the victim agent.
In these attacks, adv acts as a man-in-the-middle: it is placed between the
environment and the victim agent. It can manipulate observations made
by the victim agent’s sensors before they reach the victim agent. In this
adversary model, a realistic adv

• cannot directly change the inner workings of the victim agent, including
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its short-term memory, reward function, training algorithm, and hyper-
parameters.

• cannot reset the environment, replay an earlier state, or induce delay in
interactions between the victim agent and the environment.

We also assume that adv is limited to generating an ε bounded adversarial
example st(adv) for st to evade detection by humans or any simple detection
algorithms. Therefore, we exclude attacks that drastically change the
observed state (e.g. replacing states with random noise).

Unrealistic adversarial capabilities. Previous work [60, 76] shows that
simply applying different evasion methods and perturbing each state leads
to agents with unacceptably poor performance or complete failure of the
task. These techniques apply FGSM [47], and calculate the perturbation
for each state s [60] or every N-th s [76] using the value function VV or the
action value function QV . These attacks are fast and can be performed in
real time if the adversarial modification is faster than the victim agent’s
sampling rate. However, if s includes more than one observation (e.g., a
number of video frames in Atari games), adv has to wait to collect the
complete s and then calculate the adversarial example s(adv). Therefore,
adv has to rewrite the victim agent’s memory, which stores all observations
included in s. Having write access to the victim agent is an unrealistic
adversarial capability.

In addition to gradient-based approaches, optimization-based meth-
ods [91, 140] have been shown to effectively fool the policy of DRL agents.
These methods can decrease the reward or fail agents with their strategic
timing, so they attack only in critical states, where the confidence of one
action is much higher than in others, thus producing immediate rewards.
Despite their efficiency, these methods are too slow to be implemented in
real time and require the environment to be reset multiple times to find
the optimal st (adv). Therefore, these attacks are not realistic.

Based on the previous work, we ask ourselves Is there a realistic adver-
sary that successfully achieves reward minimization?. The main problem
with all previous attack strategies is that they compute the adversarial
example online, i.e. during the task. Inspired by policy-luring attacks
in [61, 114], to decrease the cost of online attacks, adv can pre-compute
r and inject it into states in real time. Hussenot et al. [61] design a set
of masks that can be added to state observations with the aim of policy-
luring. They generate masks for every action a ∈ A to force the victim
policy πV to follow and the adversarial policy πadv. However, their strategy
is only applicable in environments with discrete action spaces and could
be infeasible for large action spaces. Similarly, Xiao et al. [114] propose
the obs-seq[k]-fgsm-wb (OSFW) method that collects the first k states,
computes a single perturbation by averaging the gradients of the collected
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states, and injects this perturbation into successive states. However, the
cost of OSFW is high and cannot be mounted in real-time, since it requires
calculating gradients using the k states. Furthermore, the effectiveness
of OSFW varies when the victim agent behaves differently in individual
episodes, and if there is no useful information on the first states N > k (e.g.,
rapid changes in the environment, no immediate rewards are given), then
adv fails to generate an effective adversarial perturbation.

3.3.2 Solution

In Publication II (adversarial DRL), we propose two new attacks that
pre-compute adversarial examples by means of Universal Adversarial
Perturbation (UAP) [106] with the aim of reward minimization in realistic
adversary models. In addition to pre-computed perturbation generation
methods, Publication II (adversarial DRL) shows limitations of prior
defenses in DRL, and proposes an efficient method, Action Distribution
Divergence Detector (AD3), which detects the presence of adversaries.
AD3 provides further support in diagnosing untargeted perturbations in
environments with discrete action spaces.

UAP in reinforcement learning. UAP was originally designed to fool Ima-
geNet classifiers with a single image-agnostic universal perturbation [106].
UAP assumes white-box access to the victim model and uses logits to gen-
erate adversarial examples. Once the universal perturbation is computed,
it can be added to any image to result in untargeted misclassification.
In DRL, we do not have a classification function, but a policy π and a
value function V . UAP obtains the action state value Q for each action
in environments with discrete action spaces, while we only use V in con-
tinuous control tasks. Therefore, UAP in DRL finds a sufficiently small
‖r‖p =

∥∥sadv(t) − st
∥∥

p that results in sub-optimal actions for any adversarial
version sadv(t) of clean states st.

We design two different UAPs: UAP-S (state-agnostic UAP) and UAP-
O (observation-agnostic UAP). UAP-S generates a fixed perturbation r
for every s, but it is different for each observation o inside s. UAP-O
further constrains the UAP algorithm to find a single perturbation for
every observation o ∈ s regardless of the number of observations collected
to construct a single state.

Attack strategy. In our attack design, first adv monitors the interactions
of the victim agent with the environment for one episode (in episodic tasks)
and builds a training set Dtrain with the collection of state-action pairs
st,at. adv also duplicates the victim policy πV in a proxy agent as πadv.
Then, adv sanitizes Dtrain: It removes non-critical states from Dtrain by
applying the relative action preference function defined in Publication
II (adversarial DRL), Equation 3 using the proxy agent. This ensures
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that the generated r is optimized to fool πV and minimize the immediate
reward obtained from the critical states. Then, adv implements UAP to
generate r with a high fooling rate, which is the ratio of successful sadv(t)

fooling πadv to all sadv(t) within sanitized Dtrain. Since all calculations
are performed on the proxy agent, we do not interfere with the task or
introduce a delay between agent-environment interactions.

Attack evaluation. In addition to novel attacks UAP-S and UAP-O, we
extend OSWF to OSWF(U), which calculates the universal perturbation
using πadv to decrease the cost of the online attack and applies the same per-
turbation to the all episodes. We evaluated UAP-S, UAP-O, and OSWF(U)
in environments with discrete and continuous action spaces. For dis-
crete environments, we used the Arcade Learning Environment [11], and
trained three different agents (DQN, PPO and A2C), which achieves good
performance in three Atari 2600 games (Pong, Breakout, and Freeway)
compared to OpenAI baselines1. To evaluate attacks in continuous control,
we used previously trained PPO agents [159] for two different MujoCo
environments [144]: Walker2d and Humanoid. We also compared our at-
tacks with previous attacks FGSM [60], OSWF [114] and additive random
noise as a universal perturbation. Our experimental results on Atari 2600
games show that in environments with discrete actions, FGSM has the
best effectiveness (where 0 ≤ ε ≤ 0.01 and p =∞), but needs write-access
to agent’s memory, so not a realistic method. UAP-S is the second most
effective attack, and UAP-O is effective when ε≤ 0.06. In terms of efficiency,
UAP-S, UAP-O, and OSWF(U) are the best, since they add the universal
perturbation only after it is generated offline. UAP-O is the easiest attack
during its deployment, since it injects the same perturbation into every
observation, so adv modifies the environment once and does not even need
to change the perturbation within s. We also confirmed that the total
amount of perturbation generated by UAP-S and UAP-O is smaller than
that of other methods, so they are less detectable.

Defenses against universal perturbations. We implemented two different
state-of-the-art defense methods to evaluate all attacks mentioned above:
Visual Foresight [92] and State Adversarial Markov Decision Process (SA-
MDP) [159]. Visual Foresight [92] leverages the temporal dependency of
observations and predicts the current observation ôt and the action dis-
tribution values π(â|ŝt) for the (partially) predicted state using previous
k observations and the last action at−1. It detects the adversarial exam-
ple if π(â|ŝt) deviates too much from the calculated actual distribution
π(a|st), and executes the action predicted to recover the performance. SA-
MDP [159] implements policy regularization during training to decrease
the total variation between perturbed π(a|sadv(t)) and non-perturbed π(a|st)

1https://github.com/DLR-RM/rl-baselines3-zoo
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policies. SA-MDP provides adversarial robustness to agents and main-
tains their performance during deployment in the presence of adversarial
examples. Our results in DQN agents playing Pong and Freeway show
that Visual Foresight is robust against FGSM, but broken by universal
adversarial perturbations. It also leads to a slight performance decrease
in Freeway (34.0±0.0 to 32.0±1.5). We confirmed that agents trained with
SA-MDP are robust against all adversarial examples bounded with a small
l∞ norm. However, if we increase ε from 0.01 to 0.02 in Pong, the perfor-
mance of the agents will decrease from 21.0±0.0 to −19.44±2.71. Moreover,
increasing the amount of ε (from 1/255 [159] to 0.01) in SA-MDP training
leads to agents with poor performance. Having noticed these limitations
in environments with discrete action spaces, we propose a simple detector
(AD3) that takes advantage of the temporal coherence of “actions” rather
than observations. AD3 measures the statistical distance between the
conditional action probability distribution (CAPD) and the CAPD obtained
during training. If there are unusual action sequences during an episode,
this distance will be high, and thus AD3 detects the presence of the adver-
sary. AD3 achieves high precision and recall for all DQN agents playing
Pong and Freeway even if ε= 0.02. There are two limitations of AD3: 1) If
the adversarial perturbation does not change every action (i.e., low action
change rate), then the precision of AD3 is low. 2) If an attack quickly de-
stroys the performance of the agent without learning a good approximation
of CAPD, then AD3 might not detect the presence of the adversary. Despite
its limitations, we suggest that AD3 can be combined with other defenses
to diagnose the cause of poor performance.

3.3.3 Challenges

Additional constraints on state perturbations. We found that techniques
such as Visual Foresight have a higher detection rate (up to 85%) of ad-
versarial examples generated by OSWF and OSWF(U) than UAP-S and
UAP-O. However, Visual Foresight recovers the correct actions and retains
the performance better when the states are perturbed via UAP-S and
UAP-O. This phenomenon is directly related to the difference in pertur-
bation sizes. UAP-S and UAP-O generate less perceptible perturbations
than FGSM, OSWF, and OSWF(U). In particular, UAP-S adds a smaller
amount of perturbation to the first observation inside s than to the last, as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. If Visual Foresight uses a partial s rather than
a complete one (i.e., early observations collected to construct s), then it
can predict the correct action and maintain the original performance. We
suggest that by incorporating additional constraints into UAP-S, adv could
balance the amount of perturbation added to each observation inside s,
and thwart the recovery mechanism of Visual Foresight.
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(a) r added to 1st

observation
(b) r added to 2nd

observation
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observation
(d) r added to 4th

observation

Figure 3.2. Visualization of perturbations calculated by UAP-S for the DQN agent playing
Pong. s contains four consecutive observations. Black pixels: −ε, white pixels:
+ε, and gray pixels: 0.0, where ε= 0.01 .

Adversary with black-box knowledge. A simple way to prevent universal
attacks presented in Publication II (adversarial DRL) is to hide both
the DNN model and the training algorithm so that adv has black-box
access to the victim agent. In this case, adv can apply transferability-
based techniques explained in Section 3.1. In DRL, if the substitute and
victim models have different training algorithms, the transferability of
adversarial examples is low for small ε values [60]. In future work, we
will implement model extraction attacks that identify both the training
algorithm and obtain a surrogate policy through imitation learning [27].
After obtaining the surrogate policy, adv can find adversarial examples
that transfer better between the surrogate and the victim agents.

Policy-based universal perturbations. Our experimental results show that
all attacks evaluated in Publication II (adversarial DRL) have less
effectiveness in environments with continuous action spaces than with
discrete action spaces. This is the result of using Vadv(s) and the lack of
Qadv(s). We only decrease the critic’s evaluation of the state, and even if
the victim agent is fooled to observe a lower VV (s), it does not necessarily
force the victim agent to choose a sub-optimal action instead of the optimal
one. However, we suggest that our algorithm could still be improved
by directly using the proxy agent policy πadv and maximizing the total
variation distance between perturbed and non-perturbed πadv [159] inside
the UAP algorithm. We leave this improvement as a future work.

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter provided a review of adversarial example generation methods
used by evasion attacks against DNN-based image classifiers and DRL
agents in terms of attack effectiveness and efficiency. We discussed the
limitations of prior approaches in realistic adversarial settings, and which
knowledge adversary can leverage to increase the attack effectiveness and
the efficiency simultaneously considering realistic adversarial capabilities.
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Current state of defenses In recent years, significant effort has been made
to detect [58, 123] or mitigate [33, 82, 100, 110, 120, 159] adversarial
examples. Detection methods can be defeated easily by generating ad-
versarial samples that mimic the average confidence of benign samples
while being resistant to noise [57, 147]. In addition, adversarial exam-
ple detection in DRL might not be a sufficient defense if the overall goal
is to maintain the performance of the agent in the presence of adver-
saries. Therefore, different mitigation mechanisms, including adversarial
(re)training [82, 100] and certified defenses [33, 120], have emerged as
alternative solutions. Adversarial (re)training provides empirical robust-
ness guarantees by generating adversarial examples and adding those in
the training set. However, adversarial training of DNN-based classifiers
is only effective when the DNN model has enough model capacity and is
trained against strong adversaries [100, 146]. Adversarial training also
comes with a robustness-accuracy trade-off. Several studies [100, 146, 147]
show that adversarially robust models achieve worse performance on a test
set than models without the defense. This trade-off leads to more serious
results in DRL, since it was shown that [10, 159] adversarial (re)training
severely hurts the performance of the agent. Other type of mitigation
methods are certified defenses [33, 120] that provide (provable) robustness
certificates within a specified l p norm bound, and further optimize the
model by redefining the loss function using upper / lower bounds. Although
certified defenses has been shown efficient in DRL [110, 159], they have
empirically weaker guarantees than adversarial (re)training in classifi-
cation tasks [146]. Both mitigation techniques are not robust against
adversarial perturbations with higher l p norm bounds and different per-
turbation types than they are trained with [146]. Moreover, we state that
the robust training of DRL agents is not completely accomplished by just
maintaining the performance of the agent in the presence of adversarial
perturbations. Defense mechanisms in DRL should be able to generalize
or adapt the robust policy against any change in the environment during
deployment.

By looking at the current state of defenses in both classification and
reinforcement learning tasks, we conclude that providing robustness to
all adversarial examples while maintaining the model performance still
remains a problem. We admit that the current progress in defense is
promising, but many state-of-the-art defenses were shown to be circum-
vented by different attack strategies [149]. While designing a new defense
method, the evaluation of it should include both simple (no knowledge
of the defense) and adaptive adversaries [147]. Adaptive adversaries are
assumed to know the defense method and tune their evasion strategy,
which should be simple enough to be implemented in practice, but targets
weaker components of the defense. This evaluation approach would help
researchers to improve the limitations of defenses over time, and model
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owners to understand practical implications of defenses considering their
security requirements.

Defining imperceptibility constraint. Some prior work [130, 20, 143] does
not restrict adversarial examples to a small l p norm bound. For example,
Brown et al. [20] propose a way of generating an image-agnostic patch
that can be placed anywhere in the image and still fool DNN-based clas-
sifiers. This patch is perceptible by human observers and the amount
of perturbation is large. Similarly, Sharif et al. [130] show that one can
evade face recognition models by wearing an eyeglass frame with adver-
sarial perturbations printed on it. If detectability is not a criterion in
the adversary model, then adversaries can use large bounds to achieve
better effectiveness in perception-related tasks. However, imperceptibility
is a necessary requirement in visual tasks that are carried under human
supervision. For example, when the adversaries’ goal is to get inside a
restricted area guarded by biometric authentication systems as well as
security guards, they can disguise themselves, but should not result in
any suspicious behavior [44]. They can wear eyeglasses to fool the ML-
driven authentication system, but any unnatural pattern on it produced
as in [130] will draw guards’ attention. If an adversary puts a visible
adversarial sticker on a stop sign to fool self-driving cars with a human
driver in it, the driver might want to take control of the car as he / she
might notice the modified traffic sign. Moreover, for tasks different than
image classification such as malware detection, the bound should refer to
the deviation from functionality, since adversaries might want to preserve
the payload or generate attachments that contain the malware or virus. In
this case, l p norm bounds cannot directly capture this property. Therefore,
in these tasks, rather than the raw input space, a suitable “semantic space”
should be defined to better constrain the adversarial perturbation and
evade spam detectors.
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4. Ownership Verification in Machine
Learning

As the performance of deep neural networks (DNN) improves, their value
in providing a business advantage over competitors increases. However,
performance improvement comes with an increased cost caused by data
collection, manual data labeling, pre-processing, demanding memory re-
quirements, and computing power during training. For example, the cost of
training a highly powerful general-purpose language model, GPT-3 [19], is
estimated to be more than 4.6 million using Tesla V100 GPU machines [86],
and this number does not even include the cost attributed to data collection
and storage. Despite this factor, GPT-3 is considered one of the most pow-
erful models in natural language processing and has brought a substantial
amount of revenue to OpenAI, which owns the model [86].

This example above illustrates the enormous cost of building DNN mod-
els, leading model owners to explore different defenses against a common
security threat that compromises confidentiality: model theft. In model
theft, adversaries attempt to steal DNN models in order to redistribute or
monetize them in unauthorized ways while avoiding training costs. Model
theft can be accomplished in various ways. For example, a malicious cus-
tomer who has legitimately licensed the model from the owner could leak
the model, breach the license terms, or the model could be recovered by
end users using side channel attacks [8] or malware injection. Available
prevention methods, such as the encryption of model parameters [90] or
secure hardware mechanisms [24] incur high computational costs and ad-
ditional latency in the inference time. An alternative defense is to provide
a way to verify the ownership of the model, especially after model owners
license their models to licensees or end users.

Recently, numerous model watermarking [15, 25, 37, 88, 151, 154, 160]
methods have been developed to verify the ownership of DNNs. The con-
cept of model watermarking originates from digital watermarking, which
is used for copyright protection or to trace illegally copied content to the
original owner. Similarly, model watermarking can be utilized to verify the
ownership of DNNs after they are stolen. Prior model watermarking meth-
ods listed above are implemented in centralized machine learning settings,
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where the model owner collects the dataset from various resources and
trains the model. Since the model owner controls the training procedure,
watermarks can be embedded in the DNN during the training phase. In
recent years, decentralized machine learning has received considerable
attention [70] due to the costly process of collecting and transporting large
volumes of data samples to a single location. In decentralized ML, the
model is trained simultaneously on the edge devices in which the training
data reside. However, this presents challenges in applying watermark-
ing techniques to DNNs trained in decentralized settings. None of the
aforementioned model watermarking schemes is directly applicable in this
setting.

In ML, the economic value of the data should not be underestimated.
Tech giants like Google and Amazon invest in collecting data to contin-
uously improve the performance of their DNN-based services. Data and
ML complement each other, and without a strategy to procure the data,
DNN models have limited value in a competitive business environment [5].
Therefore, data providers should look for methods to protect their datasets
from misuse (e.g., breach of contract, unauthorized monetization of DNNs
trained with their dataset). When such misuse occurs, dataset watermark-
ing can be used as a deterrent and trace the original data back to its
original owner. Dataset watermarking is a relatively new topic compared
to model watermarking, and only a few studies focus on demonstrating
ownership [72, 87] or provenance [125] of datasets. The effectiveness and
robustness of these techniques in the presence of adversaries have not yet
been understood.

This chapter focuses on how watermarking can be applied beyond DNN
model ownership verification in centralized machine learning, and re-
sponds to RQ2. Publication III (WAFFLE) proposes the first solution
to watermark image classification models trained in federated learning
settings, and Publication VI (Dataset watermarking) investigates the
effectiveness of current methods that are used to verify the ownership of
image datasets.

Section 4.1 gives a common background on DNN model watermarking,
dataset watermarking, and defines a unified adversary model. Section 4.2
summarizes our contributions in Publication III (WAFFLE), which
solves the ownership verification problem in federated learning by inte-
grating watermarking methods into the training process with trivial cost
and performance degradation. Section 4.3 presents the results of Pub-
lication VI (Dataset watermarking) by analyzing the effectiveness
of available dataset watermarking and tracing methods in adversarial
settings. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes the chapter by discussing the
applicability of watermarking beyond image classification tasks and the
inherent flaws of current watermarking techniques.
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4.1 Background

Model watermarking. Traditionally, watermarking refers to the technique
of hiding information in digital media to identify the original owner and
claim copyright. Based on this concept, model watermarking embeds a
watermark wm, in a DNN to trace stolen or illegally distributed copies
of the model back to its owner. Model watermarking methods include
two phases: embedding and verification. In embedding, a watermarked
DNN model F̃ is obtained. Based on the embedding strategy, two different
methods are used to generate F̃: direct and indirect embedding. Direct
embedding [37, 151, 154] inserts the watermark into the model parameters.
Indirect embedding [4, 88, 160] modifies the training data by constructing
a watermark set to change the behavior of the model for only that set
without affecting its overall performance. In verification, a verifier (e.g.,
model owner or another trusted third party) uses a previously defined
function VERIFY to prove that a suspected DNN Fs originates from F̃ if
and only if VERIFY is true. A good VERIFY should detect stolen models
accurately and avoid falsely accusing independent models.

Model watermarking via backdooring. The over-parametrization of DNNs
makes them vulnerable to backdoor attacks [53, 96], where adversaries
aim to cause DNN classifiers to give intended (but unexpected to end
users) predictions when they are queried with samples from a trigger set.
In backdooring, adversaries are data providers or trainers, and insert the
trigger set into the training set Dtrain. The trigger set consists of samples
{x,B(x)} that are incorrectly labeled by a backdoor function B with respect
to the prediction: B(x) �= F̂(x). Adi et al. [4] propose that this weakness
can become something useful to verify the ownership of DNNs. They
adopted the same scheme to embed a watermark set Dwm = {xwm,B(xwm)}
in DNNs. Several studies [88, 160] construct Dwm by inserting a specific
pattern in every xwm ∈ Dwm to obtain a watermarked sample x̃wm, and
relabeling it, where Dwm ⊂ Dtrain. Other methods [4, 160] propose the
use of out-of-distribution (OOD) samples with respect to the training
dataset to construct Dwm. The watermark accuracy of the suspected model
Acc(Fs,Dwm) can be used as a VERIFY function.

Dataset watermarking. The purpose of dataset watermarking is to trace
the dataset that is used to train DNNs back to its original owner, in
the event of misuse including unauthorized monetization of models or
deploying them outside their permitted context. Similarly to model wa-
termarking, dataset watermarking includes embedding and verification
phases. In embedding, the dataset owner sub-samples a set Dwm from
the training set Dtrain. Then, it generates the watermark wm, a specific
pattern that will be embedded in each sample xwm ∈ Dwm. Embedding fin-
ishes after reconstructing the training set as D̃train = (Dtrain \ Dwm) ∪ D̃wm,
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where D̃wm = {x̃wm, ywm} contains watermarked samples with their corre-
sponding labels ywm. In verification, the verifier implements VERIFY using
the suspected model Fs, and decides that Fs used D̃train for its training if
and only if VERIFY is true.

The dataset watermarking procedure is quite similar to model water-
marking via backdooring. However, in dataset watermarking, the model
owner has no knowledge of the models that use D̃train in training. The
dataset owner must ensure that every F̃ built with D̃train includes the
watermark. Therefore, it is a more challenging task than model water-
marking.

4.1.1 Adversary Model in Model Watermarking

Adversary’s goal. The main objective of adversary adv is to steal the
model, but the motivation behind it might be different. For example, adv
might use the stolen model locally without offering it as a competing service
or redistributing it. adv might also publicly expose and monetize the stolen
model, causing substantial damage to the original model owner. adv might
use the stolen model for secondary purposes, including designing better
model evasion attacks [69] or recovering possibly sensitive information
about training data. In this dissertation, we presume that adv’s main goal
is illegal redistribution and monetization, since this is the only context
where ownership verification techniques like watermarking are applicable.

Adversarial capabilities. In this chapter, we assume that adv gets a white-
box access to the model (e.g., insider threat, model leakage via side chan-
nels). Black-box model access and stealing DNNs through model extraction
attacks are the central theme of Chapter 5. Based on the adversary model,
adv might have different levels of knowledge about the watermark: adv
may know 1) whether the model is watermarked or not, 2) the model water-
marking scheme and 3) the watermark set, which is leaked or reconstructed
using available reverse engineering techniques [6, 153]. Adversaries may
have different levels of knowledge about the training set. In the worst-case
scenario (i.e., white-box knowledge), adv has complete access to the full
training set Dtrain, including labels. We argue that this is an unrealistic
assumption. If adv has the complete dataset, it may be less motivated to
implement model theft, but instead train its own model if it has sufficient
computational resources [31]. adv might also have no knowledge about the
training set, which might further incentivize it to carry out model theft.

Verifier’s capabilities. Before selecting a watermarking scheme, model
owners should consider assumptions about the type of access to the sus-
pected model. For example, if adv only has a local copy and does not
disclose the stolen model in any way, then there is no way to trace the
model back to its original owner [15]. If the suspected model can only be
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accessed via a predefined interface (black-box verification), then the verifier
can only query the model and observe responses. Under the assumption
of black-box verification, indirect embedding methods should be chosen.
Direct watermark embedding methods use white-box verification, where
the verifier has white-box access to the suspected model, as these methods
verify ownership by analyzing the model parameters.

Publication III (WAFFLE) assumes that malicious clients (i.e., model
trainers) are adversaries. They have a small subset of the training set,
have white-box access to the model, and they know that the model is
watermarked via backdooring. The watermark set is secret, and the verifier
could be the model owner or another trusted third party with black-box
access to the stolen model.

4.1.2 Adversary Model in Dataset Watermarking

Adversary’s goal. adv aims to train its model Fadv using a dataset and
monetize it in unauthorized ways. No misuse occurs if any licensee trains
an ML model with the shared dataset and uses this model locally for its
own purposes.

Adversarial capabilities. In dataset watermarking, adv has the highest
knowledge of all axes in Figure 2.2. adv has full access to the watermarked
training set D̃train and trains its own (watermarked) model F̃adv. adv can
immediately assume that D̃train contains watermarks and apply any pre-
processing technique to D̃train, or mix it with other datasets to weaken, or
remove watermarks. Furthermore, since adv controls the training algo-
rithm, it can tune hyper-parameters, optimization methods or employ other
techniques (e.g., strong regularization, differential privacy, adversarial
(re)training [100]) to prevent the embedding of watermarks. It can also
attempt to detect watermarks and evade verification.

Verifier’s capabilities. Verifier’s capabilities in dataset watermarking are
similar to those in model watermarking. The verifier has black- or white-
box access to the suspected model and designs its embedding technique
based on this assumption.

Publication VI (Dataset watermarking) assumes that adv uses the
complete D̃train in the training phase without combining it with other
datasets. adv chooses any ImageNet architecture for its own model, mon-
etizes it via the prediction interface (black-box verification) or shares it
in a readable format (white-box verification). We also assume that adv
trains its own model without integrating any of the preventive techniques
mentioned in the adversarial capabilities.
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Table 4.1. Set of shared requirements for watermarking in Publication III (WAFFLE)
and Publication VI (Dataset watermarking)

Requirement Description

Utility (R1) The impact of watermarking on the model
performance should be negligibly small.

Reliability (R2) For any suspected model that retains the
watermark, VERIFY should return true.

Secrecy (R3) Watermarked samples should not be easily
detected or recovered, they should remain
secret.

Robustness (R4) Watermarks should resist against any at-
tempts trying to remove it without damaging
the model performance.

4.1.3 System Requirements in Watermarking

An effective watermarking scheme should meet pre-defined requirements
to achieve security objectives [4, 15]. Requirements may differ depending
on the ownership verification mechanism and adversary model. Table 4.1
presents the set of shared requirements that we used in Publication III
(WAFFLE) and Publication VI (Dataset watermarking).

4.2 Watermarking in Federated Learning

Federated learning is a type of decentralized machine learning that allows
models to be trained on edge devices, such as tablets or mobile phones, and
ensures that the data never leave the device. Federated leaning has become
a widely practiced ML scheme from predictive engines (e.g., Google Key-
board [55]) to healthcare [122] due to its scalable and privacy-preserving
functionality. Federated learning can be implemented using a server that
orchestrates the process and receives model improvements from each edge
device (client-server), or serverless peer-to-peer (fully decentralized fed-
erated learning) settings. In this dissertation, we use the client-server
setting, since peer-to-peer federated learning still has algorithmic and
practical challenges [70].

Client-server federated learning. Client-server federated learning allows
a large number of edge devices to join the training process. Clients carry
out local training by downloading a specific software [55], and the training
is automatically executed when the device is idle (e.g, during the charging
of the cell phone) [48, 55]. The training phase comprises a number of
aggregation rounds. In each aggregation round t, several clients ci, which
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are randomly selected from a larger client set C, receive the global model
FG(t) from a server, train it locally and send the encrypted training results
(updated local model Fci(t) parameters) back to the server. A secure aggre-
gator [17], which is placed between the clients and the server, combines
the encrypted results, and the server decrypts the aggregated results to
update the global model FG(t+1).

4.2.1 Motivation

As described in Section 4.1.1, our adversary model assumes black-box
verification. Therefore, the model owner will resort to indirect embedding
(i.e., watermarking via backdooring). However, existing backdoor-based
solutions cannot be directly integrated into federated learning, since the
data and the training are distributed among many devices. The model
owner cannot give the watermark set to clients, as some of them might be
adversaries. Even if the model owner utilize “trusted clients”, the training
setup should be changed to incorporate different aggregation rules and
secure communication channels to prevent the watermark set from leaking
to other clients. In addition to these challenges, a good watermarking strat-
egy should meet the requirements described in Table 4.1. Furthermore,
in a federated learning setting, two additional requirements need to be
satisfied:

• Data independence (ADR1): The watermark set should not include sam-
ples from any client’s training set, since it breaks the privacy-preserving
functionality of federated learning.

• Low computational and communication overhead (ADR2) : The water-
marking method should not slow down the convergence of the model and
delay the upload / download procedure.

There are two heuristic solutions to implement backdoor-based water-
marking without modifying client-side operations. The first solution is
pre-embedding, where the model owner trains FG(0) with the watermark
set constructed with OOD samples, before the federated learning starts.
Therefore, clients download a watermarked global model F̃G(0) in the first
aggregation round. However, as training continues, F̃G learns the task
and suppresses the effect of the watermark. The second solution is post-
embedding, waiting until training is complete, and retraining the final
model FG(t f inal ) with the watermark set. However, adversaries can use the
global model right before the last aggregation round FG(t f inal−1) that does
not have watermarks. Moreover, federated learning might be a continuous
process that constantly improves the service, such as Google Keyboard [55]
or Apple Siri [48], and there will be no explicit t f inal .
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4.2.2 Solution

In Publication III (WAFFLE), we propose Watermarking in Federated
Lerning (WAFFLE), a backdoor-based watermark embedding procedure
that can be utilized in client-server federated learning. WAFFLE utilizes
the computational capabilities of the secure aggregator to embed a water-
mark in every aggregation round before sending the updated global model
back to clients. WAFFLE requires no additional changes on the client side
and is independent of the aggregation algorithm.

Watermarking strategy. The secure aggregator implements WAFFLE as
an additional module to the aggregation. Before federated learning begins,
WAFFLE pre-trains FG(0) with D̃wm to ensure that the first global model
shared with clients is watermarked. Then, during each aggregation round
t, after aggregating all local models Fci(t+1), WAFFLE re-trains FG(t+1) with
D̃wm. Once the watermark accuracy reaches a high value (Acc(FG(t),Dwm)=
98%) or a maximum number of retraining rounds (100) is reached, FG(t+1)

is made available to clients to download.

Watermark set generation. We develop a novel watermark set, WAF-
FLEPATTERN, which includes watermark samples that have random
Gaussian noise in the background and a class-specific random pattern in
the foreground. WAFFLEPATTERN is independent of the training set;
therefore, it can be used in federated learning settings and satisfies the
additional requirement ADR1. The background noise for each watermark
sample is different and class-specific patterns are randomly generated.
Therefore, recovering the exact watermark is difficult, which satisfies R3.
We compare WAFFLEPATTERN to three state-of-the-art watermark set
generation methods: 1) Embedded Content [160] that includes a subset
of training samples embedded with a class-specific pattern, 2) unRelate
[4, 160] that consists of OOD samples, and 3) unStruct [37] that contains
samples generated by random Gaussian noise.

Evaluation. We evaluated WAFFLE by implementing federated learning
using the setup in [102]. We assumed that the secure aggregator uses the
federated averaging algorithm [102] to update FG. In each aggregation
round, 10 randomly selected clients (out of 100 in total) join the training,
and the model is evaluated on devices of clients that only join the inference.

Our results in image classification tasks showed that the decrease in test
accuracy Acc(FG(t f inal ),Dtest)− Acc(F̃G(t f inal ),Dtest ) is less than 1 percentage
point (pp), satisfying R1. To evaluate R2, we first calculated the minimum
watermark accuracy as Tacc = 47% for a reliable ownership demonstra-
tion using the formula (Equation 3) defined in Publication V (DAWN),
and setting the verifier’s confidence at 1−2−64. VERIFY returns true if
Acc(Fcadv ,Dwm)≥ Tacc. For all watermark sets summarized above, VERIFY
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returns true approximately after 10 aggregation rounds and before the
global model FG converges. For evaluating R4, we implemented three
watermark removal methods (fine-tuning [4], parameter pruning [54] and
Neural Cleanse [153]) assuming that some of the clients are adversaries
and share their datasets to strengthen the attack. Our results show that
WAFFLE satisfies R4, when less than 40% of the clients are adversaries
and apply fine-tuning or parameter pruning. WAFFLE is also robust
to Neural Cleanse, a state-of-the-art watermark recovery and removal
technique, when less than 10% of the clients are adversaries. Further-
more, the watermark patterns recovered via Neural Cleanse are visually
different from the original patterns, satisfying R3. We argue that water-
mark removal attacks via collusion are impractical, since adversaries must
share their private datasets with other untrustworthy parties. We mea-
sured the average additional communication overhead (the number of ad-
ditional aggregation rounds to reach a test accuracy similar to that in non-
watermarked models) as close to zero: all watermarked models converge
as fast as non-watermarked models, except unStruct [37] in MNIST [84]
and Embedded Content [160] in CIFAR10 [78]. We also measured the
average computational overhead (the ratio of watermarking rounds to total
number of local training rounds) as 3.2%. Therefore, WAFFLE satisfies
the additional requirement ADR2, when it uses WAFFLEPATTERN and
unRelate [4, 160] as the watermark set generation method. Similarly to
WAFFLE, we evaluated WAFFLEPATTERN by comparing it to other wa-
termark sets explained above. The results in Publication III (WAFFLE)
demonstrated that WAFFLEPATTERN provides the best trade-off for all
requirements.

We also consider a scenario where adversaries assume that the water-
mark set consists of OOD samples. They can attempt to evade verification
by detecting OOD queries and returning incorrect results to these queries.
We observed that if adversaries have independent and identically dis-
tributed (IID) datasets, they could evade verification with a small false
positive rate (1-2%). However, clients have an unbalanced and non-IID
dataset in more realistic federated learning applications [102]. We con-
firmed that in a non-IID setting, the minimum false positive rate is 5%,
when more than 50% of the clients are adversaries and combine their
datasets.

Invited by Intel, we are currently integrating our solution WAFFLE
into Intel OpenFL [121], which is an open source framework for federated
learning, to provide watermarking solutions for OpenFL users1.

4.2.3 Challenges

1https://github.com/ssg-research/openfl
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Clients as adaptive adversaries In our adversary model, we assume that
all clients, including adversaries, are motivated to obtain a model with
the best performance. Therefore, adversaries do not implement any wa-
termark overwriting or removal attacks during training to maintain the
performance of the global model. However, adversaries who do not follow
the protocol might try to recover or reduce the impact of watermarks dur-
ing training by sending slightly modified training results to the aggregator.
In future work, we will analyze how much these adversaries interfere
with embedding, identify them using poisoning detection and mitigation
techniques [43], and improve WAFFLE to preserve the watermark in the
presence of adaptive adversaries.

Different ownership configurations In this dissertation, we have focused
on large-scale client-server federated learning settings with a single model
owner. This configuration might be different in medium-sized federated
learning applications. For example, multiple hospitals can use federated
learning to improve medical diagnosis. Since all hospitals share large
volumes of private datasets to improve FG, they can all be the model
owner. Another example is serverless peer-to-peer federated learning,
where every client joining the training can claim ownership. WAFFLE is
not a suitable method for collective ownership. The secure aggregator can
produce and distribute different watermarks to each client / model owner,
but an increase in the size of the watermark set might lead to a reduction
in utility. Moreover, the watermark might not be strongly embedded in the
global model due to model aggregation. If every model owner has the same
watermark, then the secrecy requirement is violated, and any adversary
(e.g., a malicious model owner) can easily remove those watermarks from
its local models. We will explore how to solve these challenges in future
work and extend WAFFLE to support collective ownership.

4.3 Systematic Empirical Analysis of Dataset Watermarking

In Publication VI (Dataset watermarking), we analyze the effective-
ness of current dataset watermarking [87] and tracing [125] techniques
that can be used to verify the ownership of image datasets in adversarial
settings. As stated in Section 4.1.3, a good watermarking scheme should
satisfy a minimum set of requirements defined in Table 4.1. In dataset
watermarking, we extend the definition of R3 and R4 considering the
adversarial capabilities summarized in Section 4.1.2. R3 requires that
watermarked samples x̃wm should be perceptually similar to their clean
versions xwm and cannot be easily detected with simple visual inspection.
R4 requires that the effect of the watermark should be preserved when
adv implements input pre-prcessing methods (e.g., rescaling, rotation, nor-
malization). We also specify an additional requirement:
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• Integrity (ADR3): The verifier should not wrongly accuse any other
model F trained with other datasets Dother, including the original version
Dtrain of the watermarked training set D̃train.

In the following paragraphs, we will present dataset watermarking and
tracing methods that are evaluated in Publication VI (Dataset water-
marking).

Backdoor embedding based dataset watermarking (BEDW) [87]. BEDW
adapts watermarking via backdooring techniques for the ownership verifi-
cation for image datasets. BEDW implements black-box verification and
assumes that the verifier gets the full probability vector from any sus-
pected model Fs for each query. Verification is implemented by querying
Fs with a test set Dtest different from D̃train. The verifier first queries Fs

with the original Dtest. Then, it injects the watermark pattern into Dtest,
obtains a watermarked test set D̃test, and queries Fs with it. It applies
pairwise T-test with α-certainty [56] on the posterior probabilities given
by Fs. Although BEDW satisfies R1 and R2, the watermark pattern is
visible. Even if the pattern can be made more stealthy using blending
methods [30], watermarked samples can be detected by checking the labels
of each sample in D̃train, as each element in D̃wm is relabeled with the
same target class. BEDW cannot satisfy R3 and R4; therefore, it is not a
suitable method to demonstrate the ownership of datasets.

Radioactive data The term Radioactive data was first used by Sablayrolles
et al. [125] to describe a dataset provenance method that traces image
classification datasets back to their original owner when they were used
to train DNN models. Radioactive data is not proposed for ownership
verification, but it is analogous to dataset watermarking. Therefore, we
decided to evaluate Radioactive data in adversarial settings. The objective
of Radioactive data is to obtain x̃wm ∈ D̃wm, which is a minimally modified
version of xwm ∈ Dwm, and transfer this knowledge to any DNN trained with
it. Unlike watermarking via backdooring, Radioactive data generates each
x̃wm independently and does not use any pre-defined watermark pattern
for watermarking. In embedding, Radioactive data trains a marker model
Fm and randomly generates a carrier (u), a unit vector, for each class. The
carrier shifts xwm in its direction, while constraining the modification in
both the pixel and the feature space obtained by the feature extractor
φm(xwm) of Fm. Verification differs according to the capabilities of the
verifier. In black-box verification, the verifier queries the suspected model
Fs with both xwm and x̃wm, and calculates the average difference between
the loss (�) given by these samples.

In white-box verification, the verifier aligns the spaces of the feature
extractors φm and φs, and applies a statistical hypothesis test [65] by
measuring the cosine similarity between u and the linear classifier ζs of
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Fs on a hold-out validation set Dvalid. If the cosine similarity is high,
the p-value is low and the verifier has enough confidence to refute the
null hypothesis: “the linear classifier is trained with clean data”. The
significance level is set to 0.05, which indicates that VERIFY is true if
log10(p)≤−1.3.

Radioactive data is proven to be robust against simple input transforma-
tions, such as rotation, resizing, and cropping. The watermarked samples
retain their ground-truth label and are perceptually similar to their clean
versions. There is no single watermark pattern, and each ‖x̃wm − xwm‖p

resembles a random noise. Hence, Radioactive data satisfies the extended
conditions described by R3 and R4, and could be an alternative dataset
watermarking method.

Evaluation of Radioactive Data. In Publication VI (Dataset water-
marking), we empirically assessed the effectiveness of Radioactive data
by reproducing it using datasets (CIFAR10, CIFAR100 [78] and subsets
of CIFAR100) that are not evaluated in the original publication [125]. We
showed that the difference between the test accuracy of Fm and F̃adv is be-
low 5 pp, thus satisfying R1. Furthermore, our results on models that are
independently trained on clean datasets confirmed that Radioactive data
meets ADR3. However, the amount of visual distortion in the watermarked
samples differs from that presented for ImageNet in the original publi-
cation [125]. We claim that the distortion is more perceptible in smaller
images due to the small search space. Nonetheless, it is difficult to identify
all watermarked samples, as the distortions resemble random noise and
are unique for each x̃wm.

Our reproduction results showed that black-box verification is consistent
with those reported in the original publication [125]. We confirmed that
black-box verification satisfies R2 in all settings. We also observed that the
loss difference increases with a higher watermarking ratio (|D̃wm|/|D̃train|).
However, our results on white-box verification differ from those presented
in [125]. We showed that if the number of samples per class is small (≤ 500)
or the total number of classes is small (≤ 30), then VERIFY wrongly returns
false for watermarked models.

We argue that the white-box verification method proposed in [125] is not
an optimal technique in adversarial settings, since it gives more capabili-
ties to the verifier, but leads to less reliability than black-box verification.
Replacing the validation set Dvalid with D̃wm can improve white-box veri-
fication by changing the set used by the verifier, as D̃wm aligns with the
carrier u. Our updated results confirmed that we satisfy R2 in all settings,
except CIFAR10∗, a subset of CIFAR100 containing 500 samples per class,
5000 in total. We conclude that the verifier cannot find enough evidence to
refute the null hypothesis for small datasets, thus failing the verification.

In addition to traditional watermark removal attacks [4, 54], adversaries
can implement model extraction attacks against their own watermarked
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model F̃adv to obtain F∗
adv with similar performance and remove the pos-

sible effect of watermarks. We will present these results in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 will focus on model extraction attacks, revisit Publication VI
(Dataset watermarking), and suggest that Radioactive data can be used
as a model ownership verification method.

Future work on extending adversarial settings. To fully assess R4, we
need to investigate whether adv can evade verification by adding noise
to incoming queries, and attempt to remove or degrade the watermark.
Therefore, we plan to implement different methods that can be used to
evade verification, and other techniques (fine-pruning [94], adversarial
(re)training [100], strong regularization [128]) that could negatively impact
the effect of Radioactive data to evaluate the extent of its robustness.

4.4 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, we discussed how to use model watermarking as a deter-
rent against model theft. Our contributions extended model watermark-
ing solutions to distributed machine learning. We also investigated the
effectiveness of current dataset watermarking and tracing methods in
adversarial settings.

Watermarking beyond classification tasks. Existing state-of-the-art ML
(and dataset) watermarking solutions focus on image classification tasks.
A few watermarking methods [26] have been proposed to verify the owner-
ship of DRL agents, but their evaluation is limited to simple tasks. How to
integrate watermarking, particularly watermarking via backdooring, into
regression or natural language processing tasks such as text prediction or
machine translation still remains a challenge. For example, in regression,
the watermarked sample and its clean version should differ with a margin,
dist(F(xwm),F(x̃wm)) ≥ α. Both the distance metric dist and α should be
carefully selected considering different factors, including the range of the
output, and possible non-linear trends in the output. The generation of a
watermark pattern is another difficult problem in tasks beyond image clas-
sification. Embedding a watermark pattern in images directly changes the
value of the pixel. However, defining a watermark pattern for textual data
is challenging: the textual data are discrete, and the pattern can change
the semantics, which might negatively affect the model’s performance.

Robustness of existing model watermarking techniques. Previous water-
marking via backdooring schemes exploit DNNs’ high capacity: As DNNs
converge on the original task, they also overfit to the watermark set. There-
fore, the methods used to decrease the amount of overfitting (e.g., adver-
sarial (re)training [100], fine-pruning [94], strong regularization [128]) can
also reduce the effect of watermarks. In fact, Nils et al. [98] empirically
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proved that state-of-the-art ML model watermarking schemes are brittle
and model modification methods significantly decrease the watermark
accuracy even if they cannot completely remove the watermark [98]. An-
other shortcoming of ML model watermarking schemes is that they cannot
be preserved during model extraction attacks, where adv interacts only
with the victim model through a prediction interface and trains its own
model [98]. The same limitation is observed in dataset watermarking
methods that use backdooring. One way to increase the robustness of
watermarking methods is simply to decrease the amount of overfitting by
moving the watermarked samples closer to the training set as evaluated
in [68]. Instead of exploiting overfitting, alternative methods can iden-
tify unique information carried within models or datasets [99, 101] for
the ownership verification. Chapter 5 will review alternative ownership
verification methods that can resist model extraction attacks.
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5. Model Extraction as A Realistic Threat

In previous chapter, we discussed model theft, a well-known security threat,
where adversaries aim to steal ML models to monetize or redistribute them
in unauthorized ways while avoiding the expensive process of building an
ML model from scratch. One straightforward way of preventing model
theft is to deploy the ML model in a black-box setting, i.e., hosting the
model on a server and allowing users to query it through a prediction API.
The majority of cloud providers, such as Amazon and Google, have easily
accessible prediction APIs that offer different ML solutions in a black-box
structure. However, prediction APIs are oracles that leak information
about the model or the training set with each individual query. Therefore,
adversaries who have legitimate access to the API can use query-response
pairs to gain knowledge about the enclosed model and extract a functionally
similar model. Adversaries could offer the extracted model as a service or
utilize it for other attacks (e.g., enabling model evasion attacks in black-box
settings, obtaining knowledge about the training set).

The last topic of this dissertation is related to model extraction. Sec-
tion 5.1 introduces the unified adversary model in model extraction attacks
and summarizes the recent work. Section 5.2 covers our insights from
Publication IV, and discusses whether model extraction is a realistic
threat against real-life prediction APIs. Section 5.3 presents Publica-
tion V (DAWN), in which we propose a dynamic model watermarking
method that can be used to watermark DNN-based image classifiers and
deter state-of-the-art model extraction attacks. In Section 5.4, we return
to Publication VI (Dataset watermarking), suggesting that Radioac-
tive Data [125] can be used as an alternative model ownership verification
method for image classifiers by showing that its effectiveness is maintained
during model extraction.
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5.1 Background

5.1.1 Adversary Model

Adversary’s goal. In model extraction, the adversary adv aims to build
a surrogate model Fadv that closely approximates the victim model FV .
Jagielski et al. [66] defines two particular adversarial objectives, fidelity
and accuracy, to distinguish model extraction attacks on the basis of
different metrics used to estimate the closeness of Fadv to FV . In model
extraction attacks aiming at fidelity, the goal of adv is to replicate the
predictions (including errors) of FV on all inputs. On the other hand, if
adv aims for the accuracy, it attempts to obtain Fadv that reaches a similar
accuracy as in FV on a test set Dtest, i.e., Acc(Fadv,Dtest)∼ Acc(FV ,Dtest).

In a typical model extraction attack, adv constructs its own set Dadv, and
exhaustively queries the API of FV to obtain a transfer set {Dadv,FV (Dadv)}
to train Fadv.

Adversarial capabilities. In model extraction attacks, adv has black-box
access to the victim model FV . Although adv has no access to the model
parameters, adv might guess the architecture of FV , or knows the hyper-
parameters and optimization method used in the training.

The level of knowledge about the dataset used to build FV plays a critical
role in building Dadv. Based on previous work, there might be different
adversary models regarding the knowledge of the training set. Different
adversary types are ordered below, starting from higher to lower capabili-
ties.

• Data-sharing adversary: adv has access to a subset of the training set
and constructs Dadv by extending this set with synthetically crafted
samples [69, 113, 116].

• Task-aware adversary: adv does not have access to the training set,
but knows the task and collects natural samples that are closer to FV ’s
training data distribution [35] to obtain Dadv.

• Natural-sample adversary: adv does not know the output semantics but
can use public databases to collect natural OOD samples [35, 111] to
build Dadv.

• Oblivious adversary: adv has no knowledge of the training set or the
output semantics, and builds Dadv by crafting only synthetic samples
during the model extraction attack [158].
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Data-sharing and oblivious adversaries iteratively train Fadv and modify
Dadv to improve both the quality of the synthetic dataset and Fadv during
the extraction process [69, 158]. Natural-sample and task-aware adver-
saries obtain the transfer set by querying FV with the complete Dadv, and
do not attempt to improve Dadv. The task-aware adversary has the most
realistic capabilities of four different types of adversary. If any user opens
an account to use the prediction API, its documentation will give informa-
tion about the task and how to use the API. Collecting natural samples is
also an easy task, since the task-aware adversary can curate a task-related
dataset using open access public databases and search engines.

The granularity of the victim’s prediction API might range from the
complete probability vector to top-k classes (with probability or confidence
values) or only the predicted class having the highest probability among
other classes.

In Publications IV to VI, we assume that adv has no limit on the number
of queries. However, it can be used to measure the cost of the attack, as
prediction APIs have different pricing models, and querying them costs
money. Thus, adv might aim to obtain a profitable Fadv with as few queries
as possible to not increase the money spent while querying the victim’s
prediction API.

5.1.2 Model Extraction Attacks Against DNNs

Lowd and Meek [97] presented the first work related to model extraction.
They successfully reverse-engineered linear classifiers to facilitate model
evasion attacks. Tramèr et al. [149] were the first to properly define
model extraction attacks and showed that they are effective against cloud-
based ML services that use simple neural networks, logistic regression or
decision trees as model architecture. Papernot et al. [116] utilized model
extraction attacks to improve transferability-based adversarial example
generation methods. Juuti et al. [69] improved model extraction attacks
against simple DNN models. One common limitation of the aforementioned
approaches is that they only showed results on simple DNNs or models
trained with toy data sets (MNIST [84], GTSRB [139]). Furthermore, they
assumed that adv knows the general structure of the model architecture
and has a small subset of natural data from the victim V ’s domain. Due to
these assumptions, whether model extraction attacks constitute a realistic
security threat against complex DNN models remains partly unanswered.

Knockoff nets. In 2019, Orekondy et al. [111] proposed Knockoff nets, a
novel model extraction attack that is effective against image classifiers that
use complex DNN models. In Knockoff nets, adv is a natural-sample adver-
sary aiming for the accuracy, i.e., Acc(Fadv,Dtest)∼ Acc(FV ,Dtest). Orekondy
et al. [111] claim that adversaries can use widely available pre-trained
models to construct Fadv, and fine-tune it during the model extraction
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process. Using pre-trained models is found to simplify the model extraction
process [77], since it allows adversaries to initialize Fadv with weights that
are already good for another task in the same domain. Similarly, adv can
construct Dadv by scraping natural samples from public databases. For
example, adv can download public image databases such as ImageNet [79]
and OpenImages [83] at no cost to mount Knockoff nets against DNN-based
image classifiers.

After Knockoff nets, similar attack methods [35, 77, 113] have been pro-
posed to steal complex DNN models used in different computer vision
and natural language processing tasks. This progress made security re-
searchers realize that model extraction is a serious threat against complex
DNNs, and led them to explore various defenses [69, 112] against it.

5.2 Systematic Empirical Analysis of Knockoff nets

In Publication IV (Boogeyman), we evaluate the effectiveness of Knock-
off nets against DNN-based image classifiers, propose a defense method
to detect queries used within the adversary model of Knockoff nets, and
explore the impact of more realistic adversary models on both attack and
defense effectiveness.

Reproduction of Knockoff nets. We first replicated Knockoff nets within
the original adversary model described in Section 5.1.2. We constructed
three different FV using the experimental setup in the original publica-
tion [111]. We also used two additional image datasets (CIFAR10 [78] and
GTSRB [139]) to build victim models that were not included in the original
evaluation. In our reproduction experiments, Dadv consists of randomly
sampled images (100 images per class, 100,000 in total) from ImageNet.
Our reproduction results are in agreement with those reported in the origi-
nal publication [111]), and confirm that Knockoff nets are effective against
image classifiers using pre-trained DNN models.

Detecting queries used in Knockoff nets. In Knockoff nets, adv is a natural-
sample adversary, and Dadv contains samples that are usually irrelevant
to V ’s task. Based on this knowledge, a simple defense strategy could be
to detect out-of-distribution (OOD) queries and return false predictions to
them. For that purpose, we propose a binary classifier that could differenti-
ate queries that are in and out of V ’s training data distribution. To obtain
the binary classifier, we trained variants of ResNet models with different
strategies (training from scratch and fine-tuning only the last layer). To
construct the training set for the binary classifier, we combined a subset of
ImageNet (out-of-distribution samples) and V ’s training data. We searched
for the best hyper-parameters and training strategies that give the most
optimal trade-off: the rate of correctly detected out-of-distribution (true
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positive rate, TPR) vs. in-distribution (true negative rate, TNR) queries.
The results show that our method performs better than other state-of-the-
art OOD detectors [85, 89]. It achieves high TPR and TNR in all tasks,
except for models trained with the Caltech [49] image dataset. Caltech
is a general image classification dataset that exhibits similar character-
istics to ImageNet; therefore, distinguishing out-of-distribution queries
is difficult. We conclude that our defense is only effective when V is not
a general-purpose classifier, but designed to solve a more specific task
(medical diagnosis, face recognition, etc.).

Evaluation of Knockoff nets under realistic adversary models. In the last
part of Publication IV (Boogeyman), we revisited the adversary model
and investigated the effectiveness of both Knockoff nets and our defense
considering more realistic adversary models. We summarize our insights
below:

• The choice of model architecture: We empirically verified that Knockoff
nets are effective when both FV and Fadv use pre-trained DNNs, even
if the architecture of models is different. Attack effectiveness degrades
when FV is not based on pre-trained DNNs.

• Granularity of the prediction API output: When the prediction API gives
truncated results (top label, rounded probabilities, etc.), the effectiveness
of the attack degrades as less information is leaked to adversaries. This is
a fair assumption, because many commercial prediction APIs return only
a small subset of classes as output. For example, Google Cloud Vision1

returns the top 10 predictions with confidence values, while we suspect
that the total number of classes is more than 1000. Our experimental
results with the extreme case (the prediction API only returns the top
label) validate this argument.

• Transfer set construction: Although Fadv and FV achieve a similar test
accuracy in Knockoff nets, the per-class accuracy could differ. Since
adv collects OOD samples to construct Dadv, it could end up having
an imbalanced dataset, where some classes are underrepresented. A
more realistic adv can tune its dataset during training Fadv by adding
or removing samples from Dadv to optimize it, improve the per-class
accuracy, and increase the attack effectiveness.

• Access to in-distribution data: The results of our detector module corrob-
orate that if adv’s transfer set and V ’s training data overlap, the detection
becomes less effective. Therefore, we speculate that if adv knows the
prediction API’s task, it can curate Dadv by collecting in-distribution

1https://cloud.google.com/vision
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samples from public databases or using search engines. Subsequently,
it can evade detection mechanisms, including ours, that rely on detect-
ing OOD queries. Moreover, if adv sends in-distribution queries to V ’s
prediction API, it can acquire more useful responses from V. Therefore,
we conjecture that if there is no upper bound in the number of queries
that are sent to the prediction API, adv could succeed in improving the
effectiveness of Knockoff nets with in-distribution queries even if the
prediction API gives truncated results.

In Publication IV (Boogeyman), we confirmed that adversaries can
extract complex, real-life DNN based image classifiers using only their
prediction APIs. We also concluded that current detection and prevention
strategies are limited to certain adversaries [69] or only slow down the
process [112]. Thus, instead of detection or mitigation, model owners
can reduce adversaries’ incentive by finding different ways to trace stolen
models back to the original model. In Publication V (DAWN) (Section 5.3)
and Publication VI (Dataset watermarking) (Section 5.4), we propose
different ownership verification mechanisms against model extraction
attacks.

5.3 Dynamic Adversarial Watermarking of Neural Networks

5.3.1 Motivation

In Chapter 4, we focused on backdoor-based model watermarking methods
that provide a way of ownership demonstration. In watermarking via back-
dooring, the model owner is the one who orchestrates the watermarking
process. The model owner designs its own watermark set and obtains a
watermarked model F̃V , which can be made later available through its
prediction API. However, adversaries can still mount model extraction
attacks against F̃V by probing the API as explained in Section 5.1. In
model extraction attacks, adv trains its surrogate model Fadv with its own
transfer set {Dadv,FV (Dadv)}. Therefore, the effect of watermarks is not
directly transferred from F̃V to Fadv. In Section 4.4, we also discussed that
state-of-the-art model watermarking schemes are not robust against model
extraction attacks [98]. Therefore, we need a more clever watermarking
strategy that could inject backdoor-based watermarks into adv’s surrogate
model or transfer set.

Additional system requirements. In Chapter 4, we summarized a set of
minimum requirements (Table 4.1) for model watermarking. In this section,
we identify three additional requirements for watermarking strategies
deployed within a prediction API.
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• Non-ownership piracy (ADR1): adv cannot convince a verifier that it is
the owner of the model.

• Linkability (ADR2): If the verifier proves the ownership of a stolen
model, then it should also correctly link the adversary with a specific API
user.

• Collusion resistance (ADR3): The watermark should be resilient against
distributed model extraction attacks, where several adversaries query
the prediction API to disperse the effect of the watermark.

5.3.2 Solution

In Publication V (DAWN), we propose Dynamic Adversarial Watermarking
of Neural Networks (DAWN), which serves as a separate module in front
of the API, and embeds a watermark in responses to API user’ queries.
DAWN is the first model watermarking method that can be used as an own-
ership verification strategy against model extraction attacks. Traditional
model watermarking methods directly watermark the deployed model,
while DAWN watermarks prediction API’s outputs, and this knowledge is
maintained better than classical model watermarking methods during its
transfer into surrogate models.

DAWN Strategy. We use the same adversary model described in Section 5.1
while developing DAWN. Similarly [15, 25, 37, 88, 151, 154, 160] to prior
work on model watermarking, DAWN comprises two phases: embedding
and verification. In embedding, DAWN injects watermarks into the re-
sponses of a small subset of queries made by the user. DAWN uses a keyed
cryptographic hash function to decide whether to watermark the response
or not. If the query is decided to be watermarked, then DAWN returns a
watermarked response B(xwm), which is an incorrectly modified prediction
vector, B(xwm) �= FV(xwm). If adv uses every response without dropping or al-
tering it to construct its transfer set {Dadv,FV (Dadv)}, it obliviously embeds
the watermark in its surrogate model during training. Each query and
associated watermarked decision are stored as Dwm = {xwm,B(xwm)} to later
verify the ownership of the surrogate models.

In verification, the model owner or an external but trusted party im-
plements a pre-defined VERIFY function, assuming that it has black-box
access to stolen models. In the VERIFY function, the watermark accuracy
Acc(Fs,Dwm) of a suspected model Fs is calculated, and if it is higher than
a threshold value, Fs is detected as a stolen, surrogate model. In Publi-
cation V (DAWN), we formulated (Equation 3) the relationship between
the size of the watermark set, tolerated error rate (1− Acc(Fs,Dwm)), total
number of classes, and trivial watermark verification, i.e., the probability
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of successfully framing the original owner by adv. Using this formula, we
calculated the minimum size of the watermark set separately for each FV
by bounding the trivial watermark verification to 2−64.

Evaluation. In DAWN, V publishes FV and watermark sets that are
registered for every user on a time-stamped bulletin board such as a
blockchain. To contest the decision, one must provide the original model
to the judge and prove that their model was published before the original
model. This requirement prevents ownership piracy and satisfies ADR1.
Furthermore, DAWN creates and registers a different set of watermarks
Dwm = {xwm,Bwm} for each user separately, thus satisfying ADR2.

To evaluate the effectiveness of DAWN, we implemented two model ex-
traction attacks: Knockoff nets [111] and PRADA [69]. PRADA was shown
to be successful against low-capacity DNN models, while Knockoff nets are
effective against complex DNNs. Our results show that we can effectively
watermark surrogate models and incur a negligible utility loss for legiti-
mate users. Therefore, DAWN satisfies utility (R1) and reliability (R2). We
also empirically showed that the watermark set is uniformly distributed
in the transfer set and cannot be easily detected, as B always returns
the same output for the same input, even if the output is watermarked.
Therefore, DAWN meets secrecy (R3).

Adversaries can implement distributed model extraction attacks, in
which several adversaries pose as benign users. In distributed attacks, the
watermark set associated with each adversary will be small, and this can
result in a failed verification. Therefore, the size of the watermark should
be increased to prevent the watermarks from weakening. We measured
that we can reliably verify the ownership of the surrogate model up to 35
colluders with a utility loss of less than 1%, when the victim is trained
with the Caltech [49] dataset. Therefore, DAWN satisfies ADR3, when
it is difficult to open different authenticated API accounts (e.g., required
subscription fee, id number).

Finally, to evaluate the robustness (R4) of DAWN, we implemented
fine-tuning [75], parameter pruning [54], noisy training (adding noise
to training samples before obtaining Fadv), double model extraction, and
stealing+fine-tuning. In a double model extraction attack, adv implements
a second model extraction attack against Fadv using another dataset Dadv2

that is different from Dadv and training another F
′
adv from scratch. In

stealing+fine-tuning, adv retrains Fadv with another dataset Dadv2 labeled
by Fadv, where Dadv2 ∩ Dadv = 0. Our experimental results show that
DAWN is resistant to fine-tuning, parameter pruning and noisy train-
ing. However, DAWN is not robust against double model extraction and
stealing+fine-tuning when Knockoff nets is chosen as the model extraction
attack. Therefore, we conclude that DAWN satisfies R4 to some extent.
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5.3.3 Challenges

Possible strategies that weaken the watermark embedding and verification.
To impair the watermark embedding, adv might discard some of its samples
from its transfer set. Although adv can remove some watermark samples,
it will also lead to a decrease in the utility of Fadv. For a fixed size of Dadv,
removing samples hurts the performance of Fadv. However, if adv has un-
limited access to natural samples, as in the Knockoff nets adversary model,
then it can weaken the embedding of the watermark by discarding some of
its training samples. Adversaries might also attempt to evade verification
by adding noise to queries during inference. We found that adv can evade
verification using this approach in two out of six settings. However, in
these two cases, adv sacrifices utility between 3 and 10 percentage points
(pp). We argue that adv may not know the correct amount of noise it can
add during inference to evade verification, and this evasion method might
not be suitable if adv wants to maintain model performance (e.g., strict
upper bound for the maximum utility loss).

Smoothing the watermark decision function. The hash function used for
watermarking decision is susceptible to small changes in the input query.
Therefore, adv might query FV with input x and slightly perturbed versions
of it (x+ r) to detect and discard watermarked samples. To maintain
the secrecy of the watermarks, V can design an additional smoothing
function MV before B such that B(MV (x))= B(MV (x+r)). However, designing
a suitable MV is a challenging task. If the tolerated r is small, adv can
modify the amount of perturbation and use majority voting to detect the
watermark. On the other hand, if the tolerated r is too large, then B returns
the same decision for a large group of samples that can be identified by
adv. Moreover, MV might not be an effective smoothing operator against
semantic-preserving modifications.

Double model extraction and stealing+fine-tuning. As expressed in Sec-
tion 5.3.2, DAWN is not robust against double model extraction and
stealing+fine-tuning when adv implements Knockoff nets against V. The
robustness of DAWN is directly related to the capabilities of adv. Both
double model extraction and stealing+fine-tuning require collecting more
samples. If adv has limited access to natural data (e.g., medical images),
then double model extraction and stealing+fine-tuning will not successfully
recover the model performance. However, if V is a more general-purpose
classifier, adv can remove the effect of DAWN watermarks by collecting
more natural samples from public databases.
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5.4 Radioactive Data as an ML Model Ownership Solution

5.4.1 Motivation

In Chapter 4.4, we stated that traditional backdoor-based model water-
marking methods are not robust against various model modification and
model extraction attacks. Model modification attacks reduce the over-
fitting and lower the impact of watermarks. Similarly, model extraction
attacks build a surrogate model with a training set that is completely
different from V ’s training data. In addition, watermarking methods incur
a slight decrease in utility, which might not be desirable if the model owner
has strict requirements related to model performance. Although model
watermarking methods are easy to deploy, these shortcomings make them
limited in scenarios with well-resourced adversaries.

Recently, alternative methods [99, 101] have been proposed to verify the
ownership of surrogate models. These methods exploit different types of
information that is transferred from victim to surrogate models. For exam-
ple, Lukas et al. [99] propose a fingerprinting method to find conferrable
adversarial examples (CAE) for ownership verification. CAE includes a set
of adversarial examples that transfer only between victim and surrogate
models, but not to other independently trained models. CAE does not
modify the training procedure; therefore, it does not decrease the utility
of the model. Another recent ownership verification method, Dataset In-
ference [101], empirically proves that the knowledge in V ’s training set
transfers to surrogate models during model extraction. Dataset Inference
implements ownership verification via prediction certainty: surrogate mod-
els’ behavior on V ’s private training data and other public datasets can be
distinguished with a sufficient confidence. Both methods were shown to be
more effective against various model modification and extraction attacks
than watermarking strategies. However, they also have some intrinsic
flaws. CAE requires training many different models to find conferrable
adversarial examples, so it might be impractical. Dataset Inference can
also make models vulnerable to information leakage, since it exploits the
membership signal of multiple training samples in verification.

5.4.2 Solution

In Publication VI (Dataset watermarking), we investigate whether
Radioactive data [125] can be used beyond its purpose: an alternative
model ownership verification method. As explained in Chapter 4, Radioac-
tive data modifies a subset of a training set and shares the watermarked
training set D̃train with licencees or end users. Inspired by Dataset In-
ference [101], we conjecture that the knowledge of watermarked samples
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x̃wm ∈ D̃wm embedded in F̃V could be maintained during model extraction.
In our setup, V is the owner of both the dataset and the model, and

monetizes its model behind a prediction API. V first generates the water-
marked training set D̃train using Radioactive data. Then, V trains its own
watermarked model F̃V and deploys it behind a prediction API. Earlier in
Chapter 4, we confirmed that Radioactive data incurs a negligible utility
loss on F̃V , and satisfies R1 (utility). We assume that adv has unlimited
access to natural samples and implements Knockoff nets to obtain its
surrogate model.

Our results confirm that Radioactive data can successfully detect stolen
models in both black- and white-box verification, thus satisfying R2 (reli-
ability). White-box verification only fails for one case (CIFAR10∗, subset
of CIFAR100 [78]), where it had already failed to verify the ownership of
the dataset. On the other hand, in two specific experiments, black-box
verification fails, but surrogate models achieve much lower test accuracy
than F̃V (more than 5pp).

In black-box verification, the verifier queries the suspected model with
both watermarked and clean samples. This requires revealing knowledge
about the watermark and the training set. However, we calculated that the
verifier does not need to query the suspected model with the complete set of
watermarks. For example, in CIFAR10, the verifier has to reveal only 100
samples (50 watermarked and 50 clean) while |D̃wm| = 5000. Furthermore,
adv cannot easily recover the watermark pattern with reverse-engineering
methods [6, 153], since it is different for each x̃wm. Thus, we state that
Radioactive data meets R3 (secrecy).

5.4.3 Challenges and Future Work

Complete robustness and evasion analysis. In Publication VI (Dataset
watermarking), we showed that Radioactive data [125] is more robust
against model extraction attacks than traditional model watermarking
approaches, including DAWN. However, a more comprehensive robustness
evaluation should be done to assess R4. In addition to robustness evalua-
tion, we have to empirically assess the conditions, where adv can attempt
to evade verification by adding noise to input queries during deployment.
Therefore, in future work, we are going to implement all suitable model
modification techniques, other state-of-the-art model extraction attacks,
and possible evasion mechanisms for a complete analysis.

Conflict of interests during model training. In our adversary model, we
assumed that V as model owner follows a traditional model training pro-
cedure without considering additional security measures. However, own-
ers might want to strengthen their ML models against common security
threats before deployment. For example, the model owner might implement
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adversarial training to obtain a more robust FV , or differential privacy to
prevent the leakage of (private) information from its training data. This
might influence the effectiveness of Radioactive data, as well as other al-
ternative ownership verification methods [99, 101]. A complete evaluation
is necessary under different security and privacy requirements. In our fu-
ture work, we will evaluate Radioactive data considering these additional
requirements.

5.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, we reviewed model extraction attacks and continued the
theme of model ownership verification. Based on our systematic analysis,
we confirmed that model extraction is a realistic threat, and proposed
defenses fail to protect ML models against strong adversaries. We believe
that we are only scratching the surface, and we do not know how bad the
implications of this threat will be in the future. Model extraction might
be even more serious threat due to accessible computational capabilities,
availability of pre-trained models, and unlimited resources for collecting
natural samples.

Current state of defenses against model extraction attacks. Over the past
years, different defenses have been proposed against model extraction
attacks, including defenses that exploit stateful information of queries [69]
and directly detect individual queries made by the adversary [71, 162].
However, they are limited to specific attacks and realistic adversaries that
can collect unlimited data (e.g., public databases, data crawling using
search engines), know the task, have access to pre-trained models, and
utilize adaptive methods that can imitate the activity of benign users.
Prevention methods that change the implementation of the server, such
as charging customers upfront or restricting access to the prediction API,
might also hinder the usefulness of the service for benign users. Mitigation
methods such as prediction poisoning [112] change the prediction vector
to significantly reduce the performance of the surrogate model, but are
ineffective when adversaries use only the most confident label(s) to train
surrogate models, thus only increasing the number of queries required
during the attack. Based on this observation, we conclude that researchers
should shift their focus to ownership verification and traitor tracing meth-
ods, rather than exploring defenses that might become obsolete in the near
future.

Conflict of interests in ownership verification. Different ownership verifi-
cation methods against model extraction attacks could have unexpected
impacts, such as performance degradation or resulting in privacy risks.
Therefore, model owners need to understand possible negative effects
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when choosing any ownership verification method. For example, model
watermarking approaches might suffer from a slight decrease in utility,
since they embed additional information during model training. On the
other hand, CAE [99] and Dataset Inference [101] has no effect on model
performance, since it does not insert additional information into the model.
However, Dataset Inference is at odds with privacy. Moreover, Dataset
Inference and Radioactive data leak information about the training data,
since they use multiple private samples from model owners’ training set
in verification. Unlike Dataset Inference, Radioactive data and model
watermarking, CAE has no impact on utility and privacy, but the usage
of transferable adversarial examples exposes the models’ vulnerability to
evasion attacks. Moreover, if model owners want to deploy adversarially
robust models, then fingerprinting methods similar to CAE might fail to
find highly transferable adversarial examples that are used for verifica-
tion. CAE is also a costly ownership verification method, since it requires
training more than 20 models instead of just one model. In addition to
problems related to the confluence of different security mechanisms, ad-
ditional factors (the need for traitor tracing, practical implementation,
additional overhead during verification, etc.) affect the selection of the
most suitable ownership verification method. We will thoroughly discuss
the outlook for defenses and deterrence mechanisms against model extrac-
tion in conclusion (Chapter 6).
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6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this dissertation, we explored security threats that compromise the
integrity and confidentiality of ML systems, and defenses that can act as
a remedy for these threats. In Chapter 1, we presented research ques-
tions related to three different themes (model evasion, model theft, and
model extraction), and in Chapter 2, we systematized common security
threats using adversary models. The main results across all publications
summarized in Chapters 3- 5 showed that updating adversary models
to accommodate new, realistic capabilities changes the strength of prior
attacks and defenses. Future research should meticulously design the
adversary model to gauge the amount of information that adversaries can
use to exploit vulnerabilities. Defenders must continually reevaluate their
techniques with new adversaries that emerge, improve defenses, or design
better and more resilient mechanisms in order to ensure that this arms
race is not lost.

In this chapter, we discuss the broader aspects of secure ML. Section 6.1
summarizes our recommendations on when and how to deploy defensive
measures. In Section 6.2, we argue that more clear regulations are required
to ensure the security of AI. Section 6.3 summarizes our future prospects
and concludes the dissertation.

6.1 Defensive Measures

In Chapters 3 and 5, we presented the current state of defenses against
model evasion and extraction attacks. In model evasion, many different
defenses are shown to be circumvented by adaptive attackers who know
the defense and exploit its weakest link [147]. Progress in adversarial
(re)training and certified defenses, which aim to improve robustness, is
promising, but increased robustness can lead to a decrease in test accuracy
[150] or raise different privacy risks (e.g., adversarially robust ML models
are vulnerable to training data leakage [137].) For model owners who care
more about performance and privacy than adversarial robustness, using
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simpler defenses with a negligible effect on performance or information
leakage might be less cumbersome than deploying costly approaches. ML-
based content moderation services or intrusion detection systems might
invest more in robustifying their models, but protecting patient records in
a diagnostic model is likely more important than the risk introduced by
adversarial examples.

In model extraction, previous defenses also have their own limitations.
For example, defenses that rely on the detection of OOD samples introduce
a trade-off between security and utility for benign users. Reducing the
granularity of the prediction API or perturbing predictions to poison the
adversary’s training procedure [112] will not completely remove the threat
if adversaries have access to unlimited, in-distribution, but unlabeled data.
Model ownership verification is an alternative deterrence mechanism, but
an extensive robustness evaluation is necessary under a fully justified
adversary model. It also requires that the owners of the model or third
party verifiers have the necessary levels of access to the stolen model. As
we pointed out in Chapter 5, model extraction is a realistic threat that will
not be completely prevented or detected in the near future. Therefore, we
suggest that if we raise the bar to a point where the adversary’s cost is
even higher than training the model itself, then we can deter adversaries.
A good deterrence strategy should increase the cost of work for adversaries
and have a minimum impact on the model performance. Recent work [41]
proposes a deterrence method to increase adversary cost by up to 100
times. However, their method requires users to solve a proof-of-work
puzzle that is calibrated on the basis of the estimated information leakage.
A shortcoming of this solution is that it requires changes in the interface
and hence the software (or even hardware) of all users. We argue that
deterrence strategies should not cause significant modifications (more than
automatic updates) on the benign users’ side, which might negatively affect
the user experience. Deterrence strategies should also be easy to deploy:
they should not introduce a substantial amount of complexity into the
ML pipeline, as in CAE [99], which trains many different ML models to
decrease the number of false positives. Overall, we suggest that an optimal
deterrence strategy could combine an ownership verification mechanism
that does not conflict with system requirements and some other simple
slowing-down approach suitable for the ML application to increase the
cost of work for adversaries. For example, in ML based medical diagnosis
services, one can increase the difficulty of opening an account by requiring
an ID number, implement rate limiting, or change the pricing scheme after
receiving bulk queries from accounts belonging to the same hospital.

In conclusion, each component of the ML pipeline involves inherent
security and privacy risks. When building safe and secure ML, people
should quantify and frequently reevaluate the cost associated with each
risk, define attainable goals and requirements, and then deploy defenses
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to protect their most critical assets.

6.2 Redefining Legal Frameworks in Secure AI

Pervasive vulnerabilities in machine learning and the ease of attacks lead
companies to invest in securing their ML-driven services. For example,
Google [1] and Microsoft [36] have published online reports on security
issues in ML and recommended practices to build more secure systems.
Governments have redefined their regulatory actions to pay more attention
to the cybersecurity risks related to AI, and include new considerations
to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of AI systems [3,
135]. API providers continuously update their Terms of Service (TOS)
and require their users to comply with applicable laws and regulations.
Significant progress has been made to provide security protection to AI
systems, but there is still a gray area in which no legal violation is evident
due to vague definitions of prohibited actions. For example, in model
extraction attacks, adversaries are authenticated users that have already
signed the TOS. They use the existing prediction API as an oracle and
collect responses from it without exceeding the authorization. There is
no definite violation of TOS or any criminal law (e.g., no violation of the
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act [67]). When we checked Google API’s
TOS1, the closest API prohibition that might deter model extraction attacks
states that “You may not reverse engineer or attempt to extract the source
code from any API or any related software”. Even this statement does
not exactly pinpoint model extraction attacks. Model evasion attacks
are even more unlikely to cause violations, since, according to current
regulations, they do not damage the system, do not breach the TOS, and
do not exceed authorized access at all. In addition to this ambiguity,
there is no clear authority that can prove malicious use of ML services.
We believe that rules and AI regulations should be redefined to provide
better and clearer security protections to disincentivize adversaries while
encouraging security researchers to identify potential threats and improve
defenses. Legal practitioners and researchers should collaborate more
often to cover potential attacks, criminalize these malicious acts, and avoid
misinterpretations that might falsely accuse benign users.

6.3 Prospects of Security and Privacy in ML

Many observations in this dissertation indicate that technological advances
in ML increase the abilities of not only defenders but also adversaries.
There will always be security risks associated with ML services, especially

1https://developers.google.com/terms
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now that they provide growth in many businesses while shaping our daily
lives. As attack vectors in ML become more sophisticated, current defenses
might not compete with future adversaries. There is no silver bullet:
It is impossible to invent a single technology to defeat all past-present-
future security threats in ML systems. However, this does not mean
that we are desperate. On the contrary, this should force researchers,
policymakers, and companies to invest in secure ML design. Security
should be regarded as an essential virtual component in the ML pipeline
to identify vulnerabilities, assess risks, costs, benefits, and finally set a
tougher goal for adversaries.
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